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area about three hundred feet square. A
deep and wide ditch, filled with water, ran
around the three sides which the river did
not cover; numerous towers were placed
at intervals along the walls, from - which
sentinels could watoh the approach of an
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in the castle.

Let us go

and

it.

Re-

the wall.

As the ditch is

net
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we

pay

a

Heavy blows, that, quickly falling,
Fill the air with glist’ning sparks;

Stunned and dazzled, only guessing
Half the truth he never marks.
the cruel blows of fortune,
to me from every hand,
the world may guess their meaning,
ard T ean understand,
— Interior.

the tower.

It

is

seventy

feet

square,

{able : and inthe arched doorway of the main
[tower you can see the grooves in which

I the
| when

—

strong
it

portcyllis

was

moved

doavn, barred

{ But there are two

other

and

which,

all entrance.

entrances

to

main
tower.
Entering one
door,
immediately descend some stoné steps,

Rochester, England.
rr
the reader go with me to-day

the

you
and

| find yourselfin a room in which there are
to
Will
{no windows; but from which you may asRochester ? It is in Kent, the north-eastern
cend by eight steps into the inside ofthe
~ county of England, and one of the most
The other entrance is nearly on
| tower.
picturesque, In the dlden time, Kent was
|the
level
of the ground; avd passing
one of the independent kingdoms of the
Suxon Heptarchy, , but Rochester wus through the thick walls, you. find yourself
famous
as a city long before that. It is inside, and as the tloorsof the several
supposed that jt was founded before the stories and the roof are all gone, you look
We go into the northRoman invasion of Britain, and it became up to the sky above.
east bnttress

the seat of an Episcopal bishop in A. D. 604.
It bas not grown like many other cities.
It does not appear likely to grow.
It has
only a few thousand inhabitants, and they
are of the quiet, not the bustling kind of
people, But yet Rochester bas some things
to interest
a visitor, and bring before his
mind the work and customs of the past,
It is only thirty miles from London;
so
the journey is not a long one, You take
the cars near the south end of London
Bridge, and then you whirl away by: Deptford, famous as being for a while the residence of Peter the Great, the Czar of Russia, when he worked in the ship yard;
Greenwich, noted as the place whence the
longitude 1s reckoned; Dartford, Gravesend, and other places of interest. Some
time after you leave Gravesend, you go
tunnel

cut

through

the

Strood.

It is better to

of

the

city.

The

river

And this is a castle

Here barons,
courtly dames

at

railroad

i

ROCHESTER CASTLE,
It is to your right ‘as you cross, the
bridge. There is only a narrow path be.
tween the river and its wall, which is now

in ruins; and these ruins,

in

some places

higher and in ‘others lower, are for the

the state
the fourth,
than this,
were level
to the top
a fine view

of

the

olden

time.

kpights and esquires, with
and ladies, dwelt and en-

down the river path and look at these ruirs,
have been

while

the eastern

end

cipal transept, however,

which

makes

the

building assume the form of a cross, is
one hundred and twenty-two féet;
and
there is another transept on the north side,
which is only ninety feet long. The roof
of the nave

and

of

is flat; but

both

groined.

that

transepts

of the

choir

is, arched

and

Ou the outside, between the

two

tiansepts, thére is a square tower, called
Gundulph’s tower. The principal tower
is also square, and is one hundred and fiftysix feet high. There are some ancient monuments

in

4his

cathedral,

but

they

are

spoke of Strood joining

Rochester

on

the

Chicago

!

strong ; but

the religious weeklies.

the world before

explore,

should

find amusement in the. questionable

them

places

to

of New York on a Sabbath evening,

where

no savefuary is found with open doors?
:
A .H. 1H

Pin-Feather

:

Collections.
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CBICAGO, Aung. 5th, 1873.
We are indebted to Rev. Dr. Matlack, reAs we take up the pen to write to-day we cently of New Orleans, for the following
are conscious that even letter writing has, goed story : In 1869 a series of missionary
its difficulties. With the mercury indicat meetings were projected among thescolored
ing ninety-five in the shade, ‘and still ris-. Methodist Episcopal churches of that city.
ing,” the eenseless din and clatter of the At one of these it was arranged that an ecstreets which refuse a rest even in dog-day, centric veteran, named Scott Chinn, should
the clouds of dust which blind and suffo- make the last speech and take the colleccate by turns, it is not strange that a drouth
tion.
The. brother who preceded him
should be herein apparent. Add to this the greatly tried the old man’s patience by the
fact that the Editor-in-chief has been length of his address—a thing never done
“among us, taking notes” so copiously of by a white man.
‘‘He’ll spile dé meetin’,”
late, which the types have reproduced cloth- said Brother Chinn to the doctor who preed in the ehoicest rhetoric, combining force sided. “‘He’s tos long in de wind—too
and beauty, and the difficulty is not a
increased.
It accurs to us, however,

little
that

much

blowin’.”,‘ Be patient,

said the doctor.

be

patient,”

*‘ Oh! I’se patient enough,”

said he. “‘But de people's gettin’ tired, and
den dey won't gib de money,” said the old

philosopher.
closed with

At length the Jong
au

eloquent

speech

reference

to

the

ange] of the Apocalypse flying through

the

heavens, haying the everlasting gospel to
preach,

Scott Chinn was on his feet in a moment.

from

“I'se been afeered some of dese brodders
would talk too long, and dat angel git clear
out ob sight. Dat angel, bredren, is de
missionary angel. He takes de eberlastin’
gospel wid him whereber he goes—to ebery

the bottom of the lake. two miles from
shore. The sanitary result has been most
beneficial, as'shown by tlie general good

ty angel,” shouted some in the congregation. “Mighty! mighty !” repeated others

the city a supply of the purest

health for three years past.

water

With our grow-

ing population, however, the present supply is likely to prove inadequate, while the
peril to the city, in conflagration injuring
the pumping apparatus,would be very great.
With characteristic promptness, the city
authorities have commenced the construc-

tion of another tunnel parallel with and
similar to the present one, with separate
reservoir and engines. About a third of
the work is completed from the shore lake-

ward.

‘As an important feature

of

this

nation, kindred, tongue,

as the excitement. rose.

people!”

*‘Migh-

Inspired

with

his

supply

derstood when it is stated
consumption

may

that

be

un-

the daily

is over 40,000,000 gdHons, and

rarely, even in the winter, falls below 80,000,000. New York consumes in summer
about 95,000,000 gallons

per

125,000,000 gallons, no

will

be peeded

New York,

new

until

we

day,

and

as

tunnels: will be
water

have

works

outgrown

erected in the seventh century,
soon. after
the ; ‘appointment “of Justin as the first

least !

‘4 matter of a dozen years af
:

depot of the Michigan Southern

glimmer of light, without ever haying seen
the glory of God's universe, or experiencing one hour of the joy which God's creatures in heaven have had for ages, The
very birds seem happier than man. Men
groan, while they warble notes of gladness. The lark sings like a very angel in
the skies, while man bows down in anguish
among the clods of the valley. The winds
are full of melody, the sun shines brightly,

the waters move merrily—the whole earth
wears

a

wedding

forth into

gdrment,

singing;

the

and

trees

the prisons are full

of wretched-criminals,

| trying to catch a glimpse of light through
the bars; and men are borne to the gallows on a morning when the whole material world is crying praise to God;
and
wounded and sick men fill hospitals, and
maniacs rave in their dreary cells.
This seems very

strange

in

a

universe

designed for joy. But it is not all thus.
Some hearts on earth sing with the birds,
and shine with the sun, are merry with the
waters,

wear a wedding

garment

with

I answer:

beings have joy because

they are

many a
Blessed

angel, ain’t you berry tired ? Den rest, for
dis is de Lord's day, and de Lords house,

“Children, you may tank your stars and
de good Lord dat dis angel come dis way
to-day, and he’s gwine to slay awhile now.
He's foldin’ his wings and lookin’ right at
you now. He wants to see what we’s
gwine to do to send dis eberlasting gospel
round de world.

I tell you what

we'll“ do,

children; de angel's wing's broken

a little

wid de big wind from de four corners ob de
world. See! he needs some more fedders
in de wing. He fly better, wid dis eberlastin’ gospel, trough de midst of de heabens
to de enns ob de earth. Up, now, and
bring on de fedders for de angel's wings.”
In an instant the

people were

on

their

Modern

avd

Island R, R's, The success of this, enters
prise has been gratifying to all the friends
of the Association. Pleasant, airy rooms

ing him wicked above all wickedness. He
was only a money-lover--did not under-

with

God’s

men, "who

the

beautiful

once

knew

they,

and

live in joy before God;
aud
with them
thousands, and ten thousands are glad, and
have b2en glad for ages, and have filled

with their melody mansions more numerous

because they
have
eager self-will, and

been
from

their spirits have uttered
to God’s holy and loving
joy is full of glory in
comes from hearts that

If it is asked,
These

good —

delivered from
the depths of

a hearty Amen
Their
purpose.
proportion as it
are full of God.

On the other band, the misery

that exists

who hears and reads God's word with diligence

and

prayer;

everything, but still

he

may

not retain

it purifies

his

mind,

and makes him more fit for heaven,”

Atlantic, Mississippi-and Ohio R. R. interest, and the latter the choice of the country
districts. Gen. Kemper was finally nom-

inated, bis opponent accepting the office. of
Lieut. Governor.
le
NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL CONVENTION,
The National Teacher's Association held
its annual meeting in Elmira, N. Y., last
week.

The attendance was large, compris~

ing delegates from all sections of the coantry and si
from the South. Addresses on educationy]
topics were delivered by
Dr. McCosh, President Eliot of Harvard,
Prof. Hammond, B. G. Northrup, and other

eminent educators.
a grade of schools
between grammar
generally favored,
tion practicable in
attention

to

The establishment of
throughout the country
schools and. colleges was
also the highest: edueaour high schools, eleser

elementary

instruction,

&ec.

Among distinguished foreign educaters
present were President Van Rensellacr of
Geneva, and Professor Boyd of the same

city. . Jt was an interesting and profitable
gatnering.
MILITARY REUNION. The survivors of the Army and Navy. of
the Gulf held a reunion in Portland, Me.
last week.
Thé attendance was fair, and

the exercises passed off pleasantly.
was an excursion. down

the

harbor

There
and

s

clam-bake:on an island, followed by a busi
uess meeting and banquet in the city in the

evening.

Admiral Bailey presided at hath

gatherings.
The speeches, toasts,
sentiments, addresses, &c., at the banquet were
creditable.
Letters were read from: Gen.
Grant, Vice President Wilson, the Secreta--

ries of War,

Navy

and State,

regretting

their inability to attend, and the convention
dissolved, furnished with. many reminders
of old times.
The next reunion will be in
Hartford, Ct., Geo. F. Shepley, orator, and
Col, J, W. De Forest, poet,
»

The

CONVENTION OF WORKINGMEN: .
Massachusetts libor-reform party

held a convention

in

Lowell,

Mass.,

last

week, which was chiefly remarkable hecause it accomplished nothing.
No nominations were made, but the resolutions decidedly indorsed Butler, denounced Gov.
Washburn, and tacitly approved the sal-

ary-grab swindle. Mr. Charles Cowley of
Lowell was president of the convention,
and made a long speech in favor of a tenhour law, followed by

others

favoring

the

God which is“eternally annexed to the
sharing of his mind. In departing from

same thing. It was arranged to eanvass
the State at once, and money was pledged
to procure speakers. The discussions took
a very wide range, even woman suffrage,
free love, the government's foreign policy
and almost every other topic getting the benefit of a speech. Ir there was a prevailing

holiness,

sentiment on any point, it was to secure the

not

enactment of a ten-hour law.
PROBABLE WRECKS.
It is possible that in a few days two conti-

is nought else than the righteous curse
which rests upon all spirits, who, in the
exercise of that spirit which belongs to
them, seek {o counteract God’s purposes in
creation,

God,

in

and refuse

seeking

a

to share

life

that

without

purity and love, they find, as they

“but find, misery; for “there
saith my God,
MacLeod,

The

to

the

is

joy

of

can

no

peace,

wicke
"— Norman
d.

nents may be. pained by the certainty of
the loss of one, and perhaps two ocean pas-~

Student and Old Father.

A student once went for advice to a
pious old man, and said to him, ‘Father,
I love much to hear about God and spirit-

ual things, but all the good

I hear seems

to go in at one ear and out at the other;
I forget it so soon, and this grieves me.”
Then the old father said, ‘My

this basket and bring it to me

son,

take

full of wa-

ter.”

Tht student obeyed; he took the basket
and went to’ a wide brook, apd worked
hard for
a long tire, but he could get no

senger steamers, and the sacrifice of hundreds of lives. Debris has been discovered:
on the Irish coast which is supposed to he
from the wreck of the State line-steamship
Alabama,

which left Glasgow for New York:

Saturday, Aug 2. . There are also fears. for
the safety of the Ernst Maritz Arndt, one of

the German steamships, now fifteen days
overdue at New York. Her owners believe
that her machinery is disabled, and that she is proceeding under sail.
THE ENGLISH

PARLIAMENT

PROROGUED.

The English Parliament was

brought. to:

a close last week Tuesday, the Queen's pro-

water to stay in the basket; as soon as it
was full it bechme empty again,
Then at

rogation speech being read by royal coms

last he got tired, for he

for voting more money to her son *4in' view

saw

that

all his

labor was’ in vain; so he went back to the

father and told, bim what had happened,
the basket.

Werdo great injustice to Iscariot in think-

rejoice

and dead

and how the

Iscariots.

their

hands, and the mountains and hills rejoice.
But the dusky lanes and crowded tenements are full of weary and sad hearts, and

and glorious than the stars.

been flying’ so long, and you has
long, weary trabel before you.

breaks

clap

Whence this joy springs?

You's

they are evidences of the fact that all things bishop, in A. D." 604.. But Guhdulpli restand Christz<could not make out his worth.
earthly are tending to tlecay. These walls built the cathedral inthe eleventh ‘century ; have been donated by the companies, fitted. He did not want him to be killed; he was
were twenty feet high,and seven feet thick, and ‘the older portions ' are his work. | up by private subseription and stocked with horror-struck when ' he found that Christ
TB
of it,’ however, are of later | about 100 newspapers, including nearly, all would be killed. 1‘
and, were built of steve, They: enclosed an Some portions

water would

pot

remain

in

Then the father said, ‘Give

me the basket.and let me look at it,
And when he took the busket in, his : hand,

mission.
of his

Init

she

thanked

the

members

approaching = marriage,” ' alluded

to the success of the Zanzibar mission: to
abolish slavery, to. the favorable relations

with foreign governments, the commercial

negotiations with France, and other matters

of a publie interest. ' The means ave provided to meet the requirements of the Genova
‘commission, for which: the Queen is duly
ic is, indeed,
that no water bas remained in; grateful. Much important business has been
the basket, but'it has washed it clean and transacted during the session, and harmony

and had examined it, he said, “Now
my son, you have not worked in vain:

pure.’

see,
true

So il is too with you, and every, one

|

iy
°F

cavern, living
or ina mere

yourevings aud rest awhile here.

and Reck

Pa

ants of some und®®ground
and dying amid darkness,

sin and misery, are happier than

App

of a reading and waiting room in the new

yr

Joy is the natural state of God’s universe.
By the natural state, I mean the state for
which it has been designed by God. . .
Yet joy is too much the exception, and sadness the rule. The azure sky of the purest
and the happiest spirit has its clouds and
its summer storms, while thousands and
millions in the wagld are like the inhabit-

full hight, and stretching out his haud toward the angel whom he seemedto see before him, he exclaimed: “Oh! dou anz:!
ob de mighty wing, tarry wid us a leetle
while in dis missionary meeting. ‘We’s de
people your Lord sent you to find. Fold

:

mention of the opening by the Y, M. C. A,,

Joy in God.

creation;

ner of Ashland avenue and

portance of our water

33

roes, the former being the candidate. of thé

SE———
on,
Ep 0

gregation, his patriarchal form rose to its

Turning to the congregation, now up. to
the white heat of excitement, he contivued:

Twenty-second

themselves in like manner? But Judas
was a comnion, selfish, muddle-headed fel-

coneeption and the enthusiasm of his con-

and de Lord's people.”

Nine shafts are to be sunk at convenieat points along the line, to serve in an
emergency, by direct supply with small
pumps. The work is to be finished in 1875,
though the late tunnel and engines will be in
working force in a few months, The im- |

How many of our present money-seekers,
think you, would have the grace to hang

earth,

minate in an immense reservoir at the cor. Street.

Number
y

low—his hand always in the bag for the
poor, though not because he cared anything
Events of the Week:
—
E—
about them. Notwithstanding he did not
BUTLER AND THE SALARY GRAS.
understand Christ, he believed in him a
great deal more than the most of us do. He
Gen. Butler has published a very lame:
had seen him do miracles—thought he was letter it defense of his conduct in the sala-able to shift for himself—and that he might "ry-grab business. The letter shows that
~
NO CLOSED CHURCHES.
as well make something for himself out of the universal protest of the peeple against
The great majority of our churches are
the affair. He had no doubt that the Sav- this outrage has touched the General in. a
open and to remain open for at least one iour would come out well enough; all he
tender spot, and that he is feeling very wnpreaching service during the summer.
If thought of was the thirty pieces of silver.
certain of his chances at the polis’ as well
there are exceptions, they are just -hoNow, that is just the money-seeker’s idea, as very mad over the deserved treatment
ticeable enough to prove the rule. True, all over the world. He does not bate
that he is getting. Good citizens are waitmost of the pastors are away, seeking rest Christ, but he ean’t understand him; he
ing hopefully to see him politically buried
and strength, but supplies are arranged for, docs not care for him—sees no good in that
this fall. A great many of .them profess
and some of the ‘‘supplies” are proving so benevolent business, but takes his own *‘litthemselves ready to sit on his grave.
’
acceptable that they may prolong their stay tle job” of it at all events, come what may.
STORMY CONSERVATIVES.
indefinitely. Why the many who are com- And thus, out of every class of -men, you
. The Virginia conservatives held a conpelled to remain in the hot and dusty city have a certain amount of bag-men—men
these two months should be allowed to retro- whose main object is to make money; and vention in Richmond last week which was
grade into heathenism, is not quite appar- they do make it in all sorts of unfair ways, largely attended, nine-tenths, of the deleent. Your correspondent
has a vivid re- chiefly by weight and force of money itself, gates being ex-Confederate soldiers. It is
membrance of a fruitless search, in comor what is called capital ;- that is to say, the mentioned in the despatches that ‘‘not one
pany with a good brother, for over an hour power which’ money, once obtained, has colored person” was present. The main
in the multitude of up town churches, a over the lahors of the poor, so that the cap- business of the convention, which was to
year ago,in New York city, to find a place italist can take all the produce to himself, make a nomination for governor, was not
where on a Sabbath evening the gospel except the laborers’ feed. That is the mod- transacted without considerable angry decould be heard. ern Judas’ way of ‘carrying the bag” and bate. The contest lay between Gens. J. L..
Is it any wonder that young men, with “hearing what is put therein.”
Kemper and R. E. Withers, both rebel he-

Correspondence.
LA

Most of the leading

magasines are also on file, and such religious matter is distributed as seems judicious. It is ahout fiver weeks since the
rooms were opened, and already nearly
twenty-five hundred visitors have appeared.
If such facilities could be placed in reach of
travelers at all our principal sailway stations, the waiting hour might be actually
enjoyable instead of « tantalizing weariness.

i feet, filing into the aisles and marching in
time to the swell of song, to the table in the
of their tines; and sometimes, while they
YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ABSOCIATION,
altar, on which they placed their offerings
were making rude revelry, prisoners were
'I'his auxiliary of the church has not been of pennies and postal currency. Suddenly
languishing in the dark dungeons. beneath,
idle during the Summer.
Arrangements: the preacher called out, “Stop dar—stop
Here men have been besieged for months
are nearly perfected to vebuild on the old dat’ singin.” The order was promptly
till they were obliged to surrender for want
site, The lot previously occupied. has. a obeyed, and all waited to see what was
of provisions, or. their besiegers became
Madison St. front and a still wider one: ‘on wrong: “What dis on de table?” he contired and left them,
And here bishops, so
Arcade court.
By gift, in part, of Mr, Far- tinued, pointing to the pennies and postagecalled ministers of Jesus Christ, observed
well, the property now becomes that; of ‘the stamps. ‘What you call dese? Fedders
superstitious
ceremonies and barbarous
Association proper, and a five story build- for de angel's wings ? He can’t fly round de
dustoms, both alike in consistent with the
ing is to be erected on the Madison street world wid dese! Dese am nothing but pinteaching of the Scriptures.
Well, I for one
front for libracy, offices, prayer meeting
fedders! Bring on your long quills for de
do not believe that the former days were |room, &c., and then an elegant hall will be angel's wings I”
;
better than these. But let us go to
built on the other front, larger and better
The song and the marching weré resum++ ROCHESTER CATHEDRAL,
than the one of old. It is understood that ed, the offerings greatly enlarged, and the
This iis not far from the castle, only just Mr. Moody is now in England in the inter. series of meetings among these poor colored
outside the walls.
[suppose you Know est of this building project,
people netted over-$1000.
Some of your readers have doubtless seen
that a cathedral is the church of a bishop ;

green ivy and the cathedrals of England are among
which fu Englandis ever found covering the oldest and. finest buildings it that ‘counits ancient walls and towers.
We step try. The first cathedral liere was 'no doubt
see they must

architecture,

the capacity of the two

- most’ part covered with the dark

We

n

is of the early English style. The total
length of this cathedral ingide is three hundred and six feet. The breadth, including
the side aisles, is sixty-six feet. The prin-

a] work, the plan embraces a land tunnel four
miles lang, running southwesterly to ter-

joyed themselves according to the fashions

Medway

an

find

of the surrounding country.

that reason, if for no other, the most’ strikfree

we

ty feet; the third, in which were
rooms,
thirty-two feet; and
sixteen feet.
But we go higher
and reach the battlements,which
with the roof; and still higher,
of the buttress tower, and have

divides Strood from Rochester; and as
you cross a handsome bridge you have’ the
city, with its principal points of interest,
before you. «The nearest to’ you, and for
ing, is

here,

cess gallery in the walls ali round at each
floor. The basement story was about fourteen feel high; the next story about twen-

here, as you are only a few minutes walk
from Rochester, and you thus get the best
view

and

though the floors are all gove, we can readily tell where they were, as there is a re-

chalk

are soon

leave the

tower,

stone stair-case of one hundred and thirtyfive stone steps which arc built into the
wall, They are in a dilapidated condition,
and by these we ascend to the top. Al-

hills, which is two and an eighth miles long;
and emerging from this, you

points of

the dryness complained of niay very appropriately be moistened a little by a consideration of
there is another tower about twenty-eight
OUR WATER SUPPLY.
feet square, aud about two-thirds the hight
Whether contemplated from the standof the main building. About fourteen feet
from the* ground there is a doorway, which point of comfort, of safety or of health, the
was probably the main entrance to the question of supplying 400,000 souls with
tower.
A raised walk leads to this door; water is one of first importance. The probut on passing “through this outer tower," jeetion and completion of the lake tunnel
before the fire has everywhere been acyou find there is a chasm between you and
knowledgedias a great triumph of engithe main tower which has to be crossed
by a bridge that jn former times was mov- neering skill. It has succeeded in giving

‘When the heated iron is beaten
Hard by the grimy hammer-man,
Think ye then the idle gazer,
Seeth half the workmaw’s plan?

a

to the

the compass. 1 suppose itis the same in
this country; but do not know. The front
faces the west ; the altar is at the east end.
The front of this cathedral, which is eightyQe feet wide, is a fine specimen of .Nor-

fee of

| Gundulph built this tower, though probably

Hittles fought are often lost,
Midst the host but one is vietor,
Reckon first the dreadful cost.

through

position with reference

dry

| some additionsand alterations were made
a few years later.
We walk around, and find that on the
north side, near to the north-east angle,

But my soul to me hath whispered,

‘When
Fall
Then
God

see

[to dethrone his nephew, William II; and

are waiting,
hour of strife,
every question
of earnest life.

that in Eng-

turning to the foot of the bridge, we pass
west. Chatham, where there are extensive
slong the High.Street a short distance, and,
“fortifications
and a royal dockyard, joins
turning to the right, we soon. reach a gate it on the east.
W. H.

and the walls wary from -eight to thirteen
feet in thickmess. It is ninety-two feet
high, and at.each corner a= buttress tower,
twelve feet square; rises twelve feet higher, making the total hight one hundred and
four feet. Guadulph was bishop of Roch| ester from A.D. 1077 to A. D. 1107. The
| castle came into his possession after it was
| taken from.Ode,on account of his attempting

1873.

I suppose you know

Bat what was that large pile of stone- somewhat ‘defaced.
There are wo patish churches (Episcomasonry beyond the wall, which we saw
vpal), in Rochester, and several nonconwhile we were on the bridge ? That is
formist meeting houses; but there is probGUNDULPH'S TOWER.
ably nothing more here that you-will care
"This is the Keep, or strongest building
to spend much
time in examining.
I

of

As the iron upon the anvil,
Glowing in its fervent heat,
Only waits the skillful workman,
Waiting all his blows to meet;
So my soul and I
Waiting for the
That will answer
We have asked

this

six cents each, pass in, and are at liberty
to go where we please. We walk along
the: main pathway, and are soon dr front

i.
}

Arista.

and

date.

H. , AUG. 138, 1873.

N.

land, Roman Catholic and Episcopal places
of worslip are always built in the same

| but is here filled up, we have no difficulty
lin reaching this ‘gate, We ring the bell;

Che Wlorning Star.
13,

centuries,
the walls!

militant”

a woman opens the gate;

AUGUST

D.

and towers. William also gave him the
lands sarreunding the fertress, and made
him Jarl ef Kent. This being both bishop
and noble would seem to be a mixing up
of things that differ; but in those days it
was no mucommon thing for bishops to
have as much to do with the g'state mili-

AF When Agents receive premiums, no percentage in

on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition.
#9 We send no books ent to be gold em commis
sion, or otherwise, with the privilege ef returning

WEDNESDAY,

after A.

bishop Odo knew how to fight with carnal
Weapons.
:

pRCISIONS

rom the post-ofilce—whether Rirected

ap-

He was half brother to” William. the

tant” &s

from this ofice,

reminder

further

wear, withent

soon

ress which had stood here for
and he rebuilt and strengthened

Otherwise

s thus sent will beat our risk.

fion

they

might

who

Comqueror, and went with him when he
toek possession of England.
William gave
this brother the old Roman er Saxon fort-

Terms:
$3.00 per year; or if paid striotly IN ADVANCE, $2.50

must be made in money

men could

shoot their arrows at any

Odo, bishop of Bayeux,

Bdivor,

MEMIFLANCES

eneny, and from which armed

proach with purposes of hostility.
These walls and towers were built by

Pablisher.
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TEACHING

ly bread, make up a prayer which is inclu-

sivé o! all human wantsgand of all suitable

J,

A,

adoration, and of every desire

to be breathed to

6: Bb~10.

—

Re

QUESTIONS,

&. What principle has Christ been censuring in
t he Pharisees?
In what way are we not to pray?
What is a hypocrite?
The printiple here forbidden?
What is meant by * they have their reward”?
Soh
6. Where are men taught to pray?
What is
meant by “closet”? Why should prayer be offered
in this way?
Show that this does not condemn

all public prayer,

becoming an

earthiy suppliant.
,
.
““ After this manner therefore pray ye.”
This prayer contains seven petitions proper

HOWE,

TO PRAY.

MATTHEW
“4

PROF,

flection is deserved and needed wow, while
real ‘worth and the whole truth must be
they stand, they recognize the dominion of left to another hand and a future day.
God who is universal king, his power to do
The three or four years spent in this Q.
all that is asked of him in prayer and all Meeting constituted a laborious but profthat he wills to do, and that the praise of itable period of his life. Many
souls
the good here asked, when that good is en- were converted, and two or three churches
joyed, belongs to God.
organized under his labors; and much

his kinzdoim to pardon, temptation and dai- | do

" Sabbath School Lesson. —Aug. 17.
QUESTIONS

the planting and growth of | oldest manuscripts left by the early church,

his glory, from

What is meant by * thy Father

which seeth in secret” ? What by ** shall reward
thee openly 7%
hd
:
7. What wrong way of prayer is here forbidden? What are vain repetitions? Who aremeant
by the heathen?
What opinion led them to thus
pray?
For what quality is prayer heard?
8. What is here said? If God knows what we
need before we ask, why does he command prayer
at all? If God knows what we need before we
pray, what faith should we have in prayer?
9. How did Christ teach us to begin prayer?
<The meaning of ** after this manner”? How much
liberty of divergence from this form of prayer
have we?
In what sense is God our Father?
The meaning of * hallowed be so} name”?
10, What is meant by ** thy kingdom come ”?
What interest must one have in religion to offer
wihis petition- acceptably? The meaning of ** thy
efi be done”?
Show that this requires a right
- state of heart in the supplivat.
How is the will
of God done in heaven?
11. What is bere meant by * bread”? How does
God answer this prayer? What are we here
taught to recognize?
How‘often does the language imply that we should pray?
12. How are we to ask for forgiveness?
What
does Christ teach us by this? Verses 14, 15.
What state of feeling towards others does this require? Why are sins called debts?
Who has
need to offer this prayer?
:

God in

every age, in ev-

14, 15.

»

NOTES AND "HINTS.
5. The subject of this lesson is not *‘teaching the prayerless to pray,” but* teaching
the prayerful hew to pray.”

Remember that

no direct interest in it .

Christ

does not

forbid so-

cial prayer, nor prayers in public which be-

long there.

He

rebukes

those who go out

into society to offer private devotions.
secret”

our

Father

above all, the
see him who
from others,
God to him.
conformed to
&%

so that

both

enforce the

soul

seeth,

opens

“In

because there,

its own

secret

prayer.

While

er is, by this

passage, abrogated, we

must

also remember that those whose prayers are
not principally of the closet, violate the
spirit of the Saviour’s precept.
7,8. By “ vain repetitions” are meant
the frequent mention of the same request,
in the same or varied language, or the reiteration of words, phrases, or a sentiment,
as though one utterance were not sufficient
to make known requests unto God.
In 1st
Kings 18:26, a good example of the kind of

praying employed by the heathen, and here
condemned, may be found.
They called
on Baal from morning until noon, saying,
O Baal, hear

us.”

of the name of God,
mon

with

some of

The

frequent

iteration

in prayer, was

com-

the Jews, in prohibiting

which judgment is pronounced on some
modern, extemporareous, and liturgical
prayers whose sonorous * repetitions” are
certainly * vain.” ““ As the heathen do.”
By heathen are meant the Gentiles, or those

not Jews. The reason for the condemnation
of repetitions in prayer is distinct and sound.

They

generally

occur

in

the

are connected to him by faith in Jesus. Ro.
8:14=17.
** Which art in heaven,” The
only God is everywhere,but reveals himself
not alike in every place. The heavens more;
than the earth, as the earth more than
emply space, receive the manifestations of

God.

Theré-he

has his seat,

Allis holi-

ness and peace in heaven,—fit therefore
above all other places to see the glory of
God - ** Hallowed be thy name.” The
‘“ name” of God is a term employed in the
Old Testament, in place of God himself. It

wel use

this, petition, is

the

** And

forgive

us

our

debts

as we

money,

unless it be in cases

where the debt

can not, or can not without the infliction of
severe

distress, be

paid.

The

debts

here

lead us not

into temptation.”

The meaning of this passage plainly is, suffer us not to become entangled in temptation.

does
know

God tempts no one to

suffer

men

what

do evil.

to be tried

manner

of

God

that he may

spirit

they are of.

Even Jesus was put to the test. Every man,

sooner or later, is called to pass through the
fire. The soul, conscious of past sing, and

now praying for forgiveness, asks, in view
of the resuits it fears should new trials

arise,

that

tempted.
ple has
Though
tion, a
fears
1he avail

God

What

would

not

suffer

it to be

Christ endured, the disci-

no confidence that he could endure,
promised that, with every temptaway of escape shall be provided,
lest
he ofshould
be found
himself
it. He
profor indispos
oor edos

absence

stinct prompts to it, that we are broaght by tators, both ancient And modern, insist that
it into fellowship with and personal near- it does. To + deliver” means * pull out,”
The

benefits of prayer arise
of the suppliant

with

God, not from the power of prayer to propitiate God. There is a strong reason for
{aith in prayer, in the words of Christ,

‘ your Father,” as well as

in the fact,

“¢ knoweth what things ye have need of before ye ask him.”
THE

LORD'S

PRAYER,

9. After condemning prayers offered to
the ear of men rather than to God, and the

prayer of * much speaking,” our Lord gave

to his hearers a type of true and appropriate prayer, which has won from friend and

by

who have injured us.
enforcing, in

other

the Lord was

us that it re-

We find ‘the Saviour
places, this

80 to set us free from evil or from the evil
one. If the petition be for deliverance from
the evil one, it means from his power over
our wills, from his arts and temptations,

from the deeds to which he instigates us,
and the doom inevitably awaiting those

who continue

to be his servants.

To ask

God to ** deliver us from evil,” immediate.
ly after the request, * and lead us not into
temptation,” indicates that two different
things are here meant. Temptation relates
to the inducements to sin, even to the sorrows of this life by which experience is

sentiment.

Matt. 5:24, 18:18—35. It is important that
this truth be deeply impressed in our minds,

theological

of discipline,

course,

ing,
which “however
was not
clear
enough to reveal the long end of one
tie extending about 15 inches bevond all
others.
Probably the fbot touched this
projecting tie, and without a word or a
groan, he feel upon the rocks below, crush-

But a few ministers have ever beén more
abundant in labors than Fd,
YYilliamk,

In that still evening

while all the stars were

watching

son by the hand, heard that
strange

concussion

in

hour,

and

angels waiting, the wife, holding

the

the little

last step, the

the

deep

ravine,

asked the cause but heard no answer, save

the echo of her own: trembling
voice
from the rocky vale. That ear that had so

aflectionately listened

to her~YVoice

for a

half century was closed alike to the voice of
iove aud alarm. The walking upon so

narrow a space at such a hight in the night,
and the fall without a single
were characteristic
the smile upon the

exclamation,

of his firmness, and
face, like sunshine in

the night of others’ gloom, was the natural

work.

His skill in organizing and zeal in labor
were successful, and very soon a good, self
supporting church and congregation with

Lord's Prayer will correct mistakes con-

ministers have gone out from this charch

light or pain,

a

for himself.

tered upon that new and important

God forgives only those who forgive others.
The lessons which we are here taught are
many and valuable. A proper study of the

expression of a pious soul which knew no
fear and which was always most trinmphant in the severest conflict.
The funeral was attended upon the 22nd by
Revs. Anson Smyth an M. H .Abbey. While
the body rests quiet in the beautiful Cleve-

cerning the true character of prayer, and a good Sabbath school, choir, &ec., were
teach us what general and special subjects gathered.
During his labors mn P. a kind of eccle- land cemetery and the soul in heaven, the
it is becoming In us to present before God.
siastical
schism attracted some attention in wife, two sons and two daughters mourn
The state of heart needful for offering this
N.
E,,
and
especially in Me. He had for a loss such as few families can ever suffer,
prayer, or for praying aright, must be seen
by the topics in which the praying soul is sometime been an assistant editor of the and the church and the world suffer a loss
taught to be interested enough to make them Star, and his position and ability and read- not easily supplied.
The world's welfare and every benevosubject of his prayer.
Devotion to God, iness for discussion naturally made: him a
sympathy with God, and earnestness for leader in this controversy, which was con- lent enterprise were subjects of his regard
He was a member of the
God are required for one half of this prayer; ducted with ability and earnestness, se- and anxiety,
curing
church
of
Christ,
possessing a true cathelic
of
course
many
enemies
and
much
while Jove for man must be felt to pray for
spirit, but knowing how to be denominathe prevalence of God's will with them, and friendship, according to the relative podeep spiritual desires relating to our own sition of individuals and their views re- tional without being sectarian. He was
denominational, loving the docsouls are necessary to conclude the petition. specting the nature and utility of the con- strictly
}_. Ho.
troversy. But he acted firmly and con- trines, the usages and the institutions of
scientiously,
and,
with
hosts
of his the people of his early choice. For more
friends believed to the last that his self- than 30 years he was a regular writer for
sacrificing efforts against secession and in the Star, and for most of that time a membehalfof church unity and integrity were ber of the Ex. Board of the Printing Estabthe most important part of his work for lishment, or of the Missionary and Educahis loved denomination.
The charch in tion Societies. His sharp pen had been
Rev. A. K. Moulton.
Roxbury, Mass., secured his services in felt in every part of the denomination, and
————
1848. Here an immediate revival interest upon almost every subject of public inter"Rev. A. K. Moulton was born in Hatley, and increase “of the congregation, with est, so that the whole body having known
Canada, Sept. 27, 1810.
He was the son | other causes, excited more confidence and
bim long feel his loss. He wasa great
of Rev. Avery Moulton, who, in spite of
“hopefulness upon the part of the people reasoner and of course a strong disputant,
misfortunes and trials and privations of a
than in any previous field of his labors. but he had a great heart and knew how to
new country, accomplished much good and
ut in the midst of these high anticipation, discuss a question with earnestness and
so trained and educated a large family as
and before they were fully realized, he was vebemence even without disturbing the
to leave in their lives a valuable legacy to called to Lowell, Mass., and in spite of fe:ling oftrue Christian affection. So few
the charch and the world. Three of the personal attachments
and disappointed ex- understand the difference between pointed
sons were preachers of the Gospel, and to:
pectations, very discouraging to a suc- argument and personal reflection, that our
gether have performed about 120 years of
brother was often misunderstood and concessor, the change was effected,
faithful and successful ministerial work.
By the failures of a former pastor and sidered severe when his heart was all

~ Communications.

Rev. A.

Moulton of Derby

Rev. T. P. Moulton,

Line, Vt., and

recently

removed

to

Iowa,are still in the field.
But the younger
brother
has suddeuly stepped from the

walks and labors of earth to the safety and
rewards of heaven.
Like others of the
family he was early converted to Christ,
and an accident partially disqualifying
him for manual labor was the occasion of
more schooling than was usually enjoyed
by boys in his circumstances.
He was
thus well qualified for teaching and especially in penmanship and commercial studies;

and

devoted

sometime

to

ployments and to business.

these

Not

em-

succeed-

ing to his satisfaction either in making
money or siiencing his early convictions
upon
a call to the Christian ministry, he
found himselfin 1837 in a strange and at
times terrible suspense.
Imdecision was
not natural to such a mind, and yet to decide right was not easy.
Bat something’ must be done. In principle and purpose he was strongly antislavery, and would not labor: in that work
answer instead of preaching the gospel ?
Believing that as a kind of itinerant
teacher of penmanship and book-keeping

he might learn more of the practical

work-

of the Ashtabula

Q.

Meeting,

where

Rev.

Sam’l Wire preached an affecting discourse
at.the ordination of the writer of this

sketch.
ual”

Q.

It was an *‘old fashioned,” “‘spiritM.,, closing

times, with a *‘Parting

as

usual

in those

Meeting”

on

Mon-

day morning.
Brother
Moulton
being
present was made a subject of special
prayer in this meeting. His feelings respecting the ministry were well known.
Eld. Wire (using terms then employed)the
,
pastor of the Conneaut church, could exhort
with awful power, Eld. D.

H. Miller,

carriage

him

then

Just entermg a new field in adjoining
counties, could importune with terrible
persistence, and the ‘Boy Preacher,” who
had loved him since the first iniroduction
in June, could weep, and thus the three
urged and at last literally lifted him into the
which

conveyed

te

a new

field and a new work. This was the turning point of his life, A congregation was
soon found in Portage Co., O., from which
other preachers were intentionally detained,
and thus he was almost compelled to
preach his first sermon. From this time
he labored faithfully, growing in grace
and knowledge
and increasing in strength
and confidence.
In New Lyme,at the Oct. session of
the Ashtabula Q. Meeting, in 1887, he received his first Q. M. license.
His mem-

bership

was

soon

Geauga

Q.

Meeting,

after

removed

where

to the

he, labored

earnestly and successfully, generally in
new fields, eupporting himselfin part by
teaching. The next year at the Aug. ses-

made grievous, our sky darkened and our
sion of the Geauga Q, Meeting in Burton,
happiness taken away.
One relates to be was ordained to the
gospel ministry.
moral, the other to natural evils. It is
About this time a partner in life's work

foe who have studied it, unqualified praise,
Its brevity, its comprehensiveness, its ele- right to pray God to keep us from the woes
vated sentiments, its devout and. humble of this life, and by prayer we are delivered

of

a ‘period

this smooth space, which could be seen in
outline” by the dim light of the even-

ing the back of the head and shoulders,
closing the day of life's work without twi-

In 1841 he was called to the Washington
St. church of Dover, N. H., where his
labors were greatly blessed. An extensive
revival ‘was enjoyed, and the society so
encouraged that a house of worship was
commenced, which was completed and
paid for the year after he left,
Early in 1843 there was a demand for a
nea church in Portland, Me., and although
the church in Dover was very unwilling to
relinquish their pastor, yet the pressing demand at the former place and Bro. Moulton’s qualifications for the work seemed
to determine the line of “duty, and he en-

mentioned as necessaryto be forgiven by ings of slavery, and then through the press
us before we can obtain pardon of God, are rand public speeches work effectually for
those arising from the mistakes and inten- that cause, he started from Conneant,
for the slave plantations of the
tional wrongs of others, by which we are Ohio,
South.
* Within 50 miles
he reached
injured, as sin injures God.
Mecca,
just
in
time
to
attend
the
Aug. term
13. *“ And

of tried. Modest, virtue will
always pray,
*“ lead us not into temptation.”
Deliver
all our need we might not pray at all were us from evil.” The original reads * the
it not that God has commanded it, that in- evil,” or “ the evil one,” as many commen-

ness to God.

kind

that if is easier to ask God ‘to forgive our
sins, than to be forgiving towards those

Grod is for that to he which is wisest, which
is holiest, which is best—best for all and

12.

for comment

no doubt intended to show

prevalence of

proceedeth out of the mouth of God.” The
wants of our whole being need nutriment.
This petition includes our whole nature.

plication it was

quires moral earnestness to pray this petition, and to call our attention to the fact

righteousness among men.
* Thy will be
doue in earth as it is in heaven.” The will of

| body, then remember that * man shall not
live by bread alone, but by every word that

general influence lef: for future usefulness.
+ Wich his habits of study and’ close ap-

is given

debts as
manifest
will forforgiveforgive-

ness from our hearts, and refuse to harbor
it, we pray in vain.
The selection of this

is the language of reverence, treading soft-

faith, and denote the labor of the mind with
itself rather than with God.
If God knows

from the communion

verses a reason

one request

forgive our debtors.” By our debts our sins
is everywhere; there, retired are meant.
The language is figurative.
man draws near to God and That is, we are sinners,
and our sins are
Ja. 4:8.
The habits of Christ likened to debts.
Pecuniary debts are not
this wise law of spiritual life, weant.
We are not required to release
his example and his precept: from obligations to us those who
owe us

duty of

them as

our father, whoever we are.
He is our father in his natural relations to us whom he
has made, and our father, above all, as we

eyes to

we insist that neither social nor publi pray-

In these

Reading

ery land, under «all circumstances. Here
then we have an outline, a model of prayer.
The words employed were not designed to
be used in all prayers.
‘ Our Father,” This language gives an
exalted title to_God.
Itis language every
heart may breathe. God is a father. God is

best for the subject who has power to go
contrary to the will of God. Men are evTo condemn current conspicuous methods
erywhere found to be rebellious to the will
of praying, Jesus begins with charging his of God. In
the choice of ‘things foreign to
disciples not to pray after the manner of
his will issues the misery of this world.
Jewish hypocrites. The word ¢“ hypocrite” The substitution
of any human will for the
originally denotes an actor, one who plays will of God implies that God has some dea part before the people, while his real fects of wisdom and goodness which man
character is concealed. Since the Jews had can thus correct.
systematic habits of devotion and prayed at
11. “ Give ns this day our daily bread.”
regular hours, those who coveted the name This petition marks a transition of the mind
of saints timed their walks abroad so as to’ of the suppliant from the things of God to
have their hour of prayer overtake them in personal needs and requests. Having sought
public places among many of the people. first the glory and reign of God, and
thus
The word synagogue can mean a collection also first the welfare of mankind,
the indiof people, a congregation as well as a Jewvidual comes appropriately to pray, uvext,
ish sanctuary.
It means a congregation on for his own special necessities, = The
plural
the streets, in the markets, at the gates of*
form of address, instead of the singular,
the city, or any other place of public resort. prevails in
this request, for daily bread and
6. Jesus teaches that private devotions throughout the
prayer, but we are not jusare to be offered in private. He is dealing tified in founding
any theories on so slight
not with congregational but with private, a
fact. 1tis simply a rhetorical usage, alindividual methods of prayer. He does not most a necessary
usage in view of those to
have in mind the prayers of the church in whom Jesus was
giving instruction. But
its social or more formal worship, but the
this is both a daily and a morning prayer, for
devotions of individuals, as such.
These the languuge is * this
day” * our daily 4
belong to the closet, not to the street nor bread,” which
would at night be language
even to the prayer room of the sanctuary. ill-timed. By *¢ daily
bread” we must unIt is a matter between the person and God. derstand, first of
all, nourishment for the

The public have

them.

for the prayer * Forgive us our
we forgive our debtors.” If we
and cherish a forgiving spirit, God
give our sins. If we ask him for
ness while we banish the spirit of

ly before the Lord. The meaning of the
phrase ‘‘hallowed be thy name” is,may God
be held to be holy by men, mayest thou be
honored among men as the holy one.
10.
Tay kingdom come.” His kingdom
is not of this world. His kingdom is the
13. What is meant by “and lead us not into gospel of his Son, which he is revealed as
temptation”?
What by * deliver us from evil 7?
What does James say
that God does not do? Ja. desirous of bestowing practically on the
1-13.
conclusion of this prayer? Why hd world.
The laws of righteousness which
this a reasén for answering prayer? How els
God has commanded us to observe are his
has Jesus taught us to pray? John 14: 13.
14,15. What is here insisted on? Why give efforts to establish his Kingdom over us, and
special
prominence to the need of a forgiving
What we pray for, as
spirit?
hy will not God forgive the unforgiv- over all the earth.
ing? State the essentials of true prayer as taught
in this lesson.
.
;

not -contain

was secured, whose spirit and qualifications

relieved him of much of the despondency

the efforts of a very. noted if not notorious

right

lawyerof Lowell, the church in that city
had lost their house of worship Some years

logic, which frequently allowed

no escape.

But no man was less

less

before, and after worshiping so long in a
hall, greatly needed a place of their own.

An increasing religious interest and many
additions gave such encouragement that
the work was undertaken, and with great

exertion and much

sacrifice, a good and

convenient church was built.
But in this struggle of four or five years
of the hardest labor of his life

health failed,

manual

Jabor

and

secular

the

severity

was

only

artificial,

in

his

super-

ficial or more true in his friendship, and
whoever enjoyed it had one solid rest in
the shifting sands of the world's deceptive
smiles.
But enlogy is not niy purpose,
and there is no space for even the analyzation of character. A great soul has left
us, a good man has departed, an earnest
worker has rested from his labor, and who

shall take his mantle ?"

and the nervous system became so. delibitated that pastoral labor was impracticable. He then retired to the prairies of
Iowa, where in

and

Rev.

Daniel

R. D.

Daniel Williams was the
son of John
Williams.
He was born in Gloucester, R.
I., Oct. 3, 1790, and was the sixth gencra-

paper: Feeling able again to resume the
pastoral work in 1860, he accepted a call
from the church at Great Falls, N. H.

tion in regular descent from Roger Williams, the first settler of Rhode Island.
He was converted when but eleven years
.
of age, and for some time enjoyed the love

health

gradually

improved,

that after two or three years he was able
to preach moderately and edit a weekly

Peculiar

circumstances

and

some

trials

rendered this a trying field, demanding all
the spirit and strength which a long rest
had secured, but

the toils

were

not

fruit-

less, nor the labor lost. His more recent
labors in Auburn, Me., Concord, N. H.,
and Cleveland, Ohio,need no specific notice

in thisplace. These churches were all too
weak to render full support or ggive such

encouragement and assistance 2s a" man in
his situation needed, and therefore as a
kind of missionary he toiled on with weakened nerves and feeble health, supporting
his family in part with means secured by
his western residence and by his pen.
During bis four years residence in CleveImd, the embarrassing debt of the society
was paid, and

the

cause

maintained,

but

the larger additions and the larger house
for which he prayed and labored were not
secured.

‘He had naturally
tution, full form and

a very

strong

consti-

powerful muscles,and

of God, but after a while he

The location
made at low

figures, and if the administrator is able to

carry out the original plan, itis well with
the family, and if not, then ?—
But in this enterprise our- Brother never
lost his interest in the great cause to which
his life had been consecrated. Immediate:

ly after removing to this mew town he
organized a Sabbath school and commenc-

ed regular meetings of worship,

preaching

every Sabbath until death.
The new interest needed an organ,

and

a Sabbath school festival was held upon

the 19th of June for this purpose.

In re-

turning [rom this last and
benevolent
work, for remarks at which a brief preparation was found in his pocket, in com-

Bible, ~For year§“he worked

fora minof the

during the

week at his trade, leaving the forge and
hammer on Saturday night for the desk

on Sunday. Several years ago he geased
to work at his trade, the labors of the ministry

engaging

so much of his time.

preached more than two thousand
sermons,

and

among

the

He

funeral

number

were

those of nine that had ecamwmitted suicide.
Daring his ministry he baptized some
700, and united in marriage between 1300
and 1400, He was punctual to his appointments, as well gs to the social meetings of
the church, and to the Quarterly’ Meetings.

His life has not been chafacterized by any
striking incidents nor a wide-spread notoriety, and yet large results have been grad-

ually realized.

He was in favor of and ad-

vocated the cause of temperance, the aboli-

tion oft-slavery, and missions. He ever
looked with favor upon the progress and
improvements of the times, His education
was very limited, but he had the advantage
of a well balanced mind.

books.

The Bible

He read men, not

was

his book of books.

He had confidence in its truths and

believ-

ed it safe to follow its teachings.
He was
strongly attached to his denomination, and
especially loved to preach the doctrine. of
the freedom of the will. He had large individuality, but

was

never

obstinate.

He

was cautious and firm. He was social and
kind to the poor as well as to the rich. He

depended

on the

influcnce of

the Holy

Spirit for success in preaching, and for
wisdom from above to manage the business
of the church. His wife, who died Jan. 8,
1861, was a helpmeet indeed. Her patience, her kind, Christian spirit, her wise
counsel, her economy and industrious habits were so many helps to him. Their work
is done. Not a doubt but they are now

united together in praise ahd thanksgiving,
sweeter, holier than ever they enjoyed on
earth.
~ After laboring here with Colby, White,
Lamb,

Cheney,

Allen,

Darling,

McKen-

zie and other ministers of Christ, how
joyous to meet with themy and with Christ,
and enjoy the blessings of heaven thut they
talked and sang about when on earth. The
stars in their crowns are not few ror dim.
the

Elder Williams has done for Foster,
Quarterly Meeting,
for us, for

world, a glorious work?
. July 16 as he was quietly

for
the

seated,

im his

usual health, instantly, witout a struggle,
his spirit was called from
the house it had
occupied for 82 years, 9 months, and 18
days, to

*‘ a house

not

made

eternal in the heavens;”

with

*‘and

hands,

the mourn-

ers go about the streets.”

A.

H.

Cuask.

We append the following, from an obitunary sketch of Bro. Williams furnished
by another party:

:

At his request the writer attended his
funeral and preached & discourse ut East:
Killingly on Friday, the 18th. The meet

ing house was filled with those who would

lost his enjoy-

services.

Eld. Wade, who

is up-

wards of 80, read the ‘Scriptures; Elders
Green and Brown, who had been baptized
just 49 years previous to the day of the
funeral, added to the interest of the oecasion. Text—John 17:4.
The Sabbath following, the writer conducted memorial services at his church in
Foster.
The meeting house was draped
in mourning,
and filled to overflowing.

ment and lived a vain life. But during the A sermon was preached from the text. ‘* He
revival under the preaching of Rev. John being dead yet speaketh.” The hour was
Colby he was again awakened to a sense one of mournful sadness, and grateful reof his danger, obtained forgiveness, was membrances.
At our suggestion a collecbaptized May 13, 1813, by Colby, and unit- tion of $¥5.00 fvas soon raised towards
ed with the Freewill - Baptist church in erecting a suitable monument at Lis grave.
Burrillville. Soon after, he felt it his duty More friends in Foster will add to this sum,
to preach the gospel,and after making many
while a gentleman who was his nearest
excuses he commenced to preach in the neighbor at Killingly and who took a deep
vicinity, and his labors were very ascepta- interest in him will raise an additional
blet In 1817 he was impressed by the spir- amount in that vicinity.
it of Godto go to Foster, a town very desThe aged veteran died at his post. The
titute of religious influences, and by his remembrance of the just 1s pleasant,
faithful preaching many were converted.
J. MARINER,
He labored on, and in 1819 a most
powerful revival was enjoyed, scores were
converted to God, and its salutary influence is manifest at the present time.
Dar-

ing these years he traveled much with Rev,
Joseph White. In 1819 he was married
to Nancy Smith

of Gloucester, and

moved

to the south part of ths town. He was
such a fulcrum was necessary to the
ordained in Burrillville, Ot. 13, 1822, the
natural, Mppy and most su@cessful action council
consisting of Reuben Allen, Timothy
of such a mind. These physical
gonditions Morse, David Sweet and
Daniel Green
were weakened
years ago, ching him
(of Pawtucket), all of whom have passed
at times depressed and despondihg. With away.
In 1820 he organized the church
these symptoms and whitening
hairs he | ;
.
;
ymp
g
hairs
in Foster, and for more than half a centuhad.come to feel a strong desire to pro- ry was
its only pastor. He preached in
vide a homesand means for his family, and the
school-houses at Mt. Hygia, Harmony,
| a few months since purchased a house and and Hopkins’s Mills.
35 acres of land at Linndale, about four
He moved to Chestnut Hill (East Killingmiles west of Cleveland P. O., with the ly)
Conn., June 7, 1826, where he lived
hope of selling a portion so as to leave the until
his death. Soon after he moved to
remainder free for a home.
is a good one, the purchase

He ever regarded a fixed sityfy
ister as contrary to the teachings

in the

c

so

husiness

’

honor his memory.
Eleven ministers were
present, the most of whom took some part

Williams.

—

to preach Christ,

this village, he commenced

to preach * in

his own hired house,” without money or
price, supporting his family ** by the sweat
of his brow,”

working

at his trade,

that of

a blacksmith. A revival soon followed,
and a number were baptized and united
with the church in Foster. He now preach-

ed in the school-house in the village, and

at the Mt. Hygia and Harmony
school
houses in Foster. In 1830 a glorious revival was witnessed at Chestnut Hil, a
number wete baptized and became connected with the church, which now assum-

ed the name of the Foster and Killingly

church. At one time this church numbered some, three hundred members, but as

other

churches

were organized in more

convenient places, the membership decreas-

A

Hint

to the Fair

Readers.

Were women as attentive
to the inestimable blessings of health as to the capricious
extremes of novelty and fashion, it would
be fortunate for themselves and their off-

spring, but as this is rather to be wished

than expected, it may be necessary to remind them that, although health does not
altogether constitute beauty, beauty is the
child of health, and” can not long, exist
without her parental influence. In wvuin
they would strive to preserve one without
due regard to the other, The great secret
of improving
inthe
art o
preserving
heglth Jeanty
; it is Sundae
that which
animates
and lights thei cduntenance with expressive
smiles, which touches the lips with vermillion, and diffuses over the cheeks a fresh-

ness and -vivid glow surpassing Circassian
bloom, It gives sweetness to the breath
and luster to the eye; but let sickness
and disease overshadow .the beauteous
form, and its appearance is uo longer retained;

the

snowy

whiteness

of the

skin

is exchanged for a sallow hue; the luster
of ‘the eye is tarnished, and the blooming

chegk

will fade.

mented

that! the

Isit not then to be la-

true

value

of health

is

seldom sufficiently regarded, wuatil it is either impaired or irretrievably lost
.

Mgzs. ELizaseTH F, P.

School houses are the Republican line of

fortifications.— Horace Mann.

pany with his wife and youngest son he ed. The church
Conscience warns us as a friend before
in Foster have a good
had
occasion
punishes|us as a judge.— Stanislaus.
it
to
cross
a
Railroad
thywith his kingdom,of love for man, of
bridge house of worship, a good society, worth
The
prayer closes with a doxology, It is whose influence and assistance he often over
y
a deep, rocky ravine. It wasa stone membership
fidelity. tothe human, daily wants of an|omi
and for more than fifty years
in the version by Luke. It is ¢laim- remarked was,
The nerve which never relaxes, —tha eye
of divine grace, the bridge, fifty feet high, with a double track
earthly and sinful creature appedsing be- ed by many that ‘these words formed. no principal source outside
have had no serious dissensions among
of his happiness and ‘sue- and about 3 feet of smooth stone
which never blanches,—the thought which
outside the themselves, an honor to the cause,
fore God, its sweep of thought from God and part of the original prayer, as some of the eoss. The comfort
aud a never wanders,—these are the masters of
arising from this re- tracks, He was’ evidently walking upon
blessingto the world, A large number of vietory.—dnon,

Snails spirit of loyalty to God, of sympa-

from them, or from evil in meeting them.

to which at times he was subject, and
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THI

Rian

Truth

Selections.
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Olivet.

seraph,

mysteriously

keeping

; the sun is set,
/ Soft falls the slide
And eooled the fevered palms. of noon,
And Sutuly, ovek OlNut.

o

orf

angels

»

los

And then they

you,
can
are
are

Mercy and | through long days of discipline and growth. | hushed in the church-yard grave, to

be

ed every one in the forehead, and found | wants.
y
the mark of the Lamb; so he passed them
My
in. On the glittering pavement they as-

is the night; not such mankind
Sad
«Has ever seen, nor yet shall see;

sat the Son, Imthanuel the Prince, returned
from the earth.

aa is the streamlet, sad the ‘wind
In gloomed Gethsemane;

open

seals

slain, and

thereof;

for

hast redeemed

blood, out of every

ed Nile,

thou

wast

us to God,

kindred,

by

and

av

tongue,

He bends in anguish to the knee,
Forsaken by the world, alone;
He prays, and breathes the prayer for thee,~
“ Thy will, O God, be done.”

IL.
O night of saduess, grief and woe!
All that I have been,
all I am,
¢
:

To thee, deserted Christ, I owe,
Thou wert my Paschil Lamb!

punish me?”
As if this were the supreme
idea of providential grace! As if thiswere an

In sickness, weariness and grief,
My spirit sometimes feels alone,
The cross is light,~I find relief
in thigging of thy own.

Bunyan,

The garden lone, the olive trees,
The o’erlooking Paradise.

most

part,

in

this

world, it

1s not.

It is

said that suffering is the penalty for the
violation of law. Yes, Penalty but not
Punishment.. Law violated acts back, as
it were, upon men in the form of suffering ;
but suffering is not necessarily a sign of
disfavor, Itis the hint to a man that he
is out of the way ; but there is nothing ig-

distress

The Sorrowful; the Jace is sweet;
1 am no more companionlest,

i

Christ in bis heavenly garden waits
To lift each soul that tires and faints,
And pass through the celestial gates
Our lowliest complaints.

They

and cotton and railroad securities.

victory for Cromwell at Marston Moor; ye
daring companions of Knox and Melville,
chiding fearlessly kings and queens; ye satirized, but immortalized body of Puritans,
¢ crushing and trampling down oppression,
pierced by no weapons and withstood by no
barriers; charmed
by no pleasures, and
terrified by mo deaths”; pursued, and yet
ursuing freedom to worship God—your
judgment has come,—what poem have you
written ? We listen as the answer comes:
Seen in all our toils and sorrows, separations and sacrifices, journeyings, voyagings and fastings from famine and fear;
our cells and caves, our stocks and martyr

It is not my fault that I was a baby before I
was a man. It is not my fault that I had

Sweet Comforter in want and woe,
Though all mankind did Him forget,
Not one who seeks His face shall know
A friendless Olivet.

to learn to walk, that my

starch-like

bones

had to acquire strength in walking, and
that I had to learn by stumbling. God
cliastises men, but not in anger. And when
he is building
them wup, when, having

The Heavenly Council.

sprung from the earth, they are

—

of its dust; when

they are

getting rid

working

from

fires,

our enforced

expatriations

»

nigh, and invited each in turn to say what | The string that has been
down, upon which the key
should be done as to peopling it.
Prudence spoke first. Looking forward groaning and sighing up
{into the years, she foresaw (as they all did) and are the sighing and

and

colo-

mold and manage a race so willful and
rebellious as men were suve to be if they
had enough of that!” and

we

voted

out of tune, low
is placed, comes

upon

him.

These

have | about that result.

unhesita-|

disobedient, and so
fo Bl Jpop thew.

pothing
?

desired

e

but

glory;

God

men

would

Now

troubles

and

weakness

he

some way be chosen, if possible,
No

Ai summonedm
TrIrruth was

this

to be allowed

but

say nothing;

to

time

for sin, |

;
and

next,a

:
wished

[

\

are,

one

*

as it

J

the manna of the
desert pathway, the
stream that follows them from its source in
the smitten Rock. They have enough of
secular things all the six days of the week,
but on the Lord's day let them have some

The

$1000 Prize
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Elegant
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patients

he
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remarked to me that one

‘very.
very

was
: a8

she

desired

sie
sick,

and

that
;+

receive

should

top!”

bo flow Ourist

b

nid

3

rebellion

a

of Satan,

it

had

nounced that God would punish

Satan was loose
iL and defied,

every

eather

|

5

been

an- | S3WNEE

streueth:

strengt

ia

.

sufficie

3 sul

cient - to communicate

sin, | the state of her mind.

:
Love seemed

rupt;

a

at any -rate,

or
anxious

i
little
he

‘‘felt

he

said

to

:
.
di
:
inter- | God in our Lord

morning,

°N€ cool

sar-|

prised at J so much foreboding
[=] in the eoun- ¥ | revived “i
4

cil; for.

here

was

Wisdom

yy

Flo,

to

Paging
y

and

asus Chris
Jesas Christ.
her
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PASTORS

A

energies

decaying
.

‘

portion ofskethe
a rospe
her
s

ash
beautifal
the
With all hi

AG
Christ.”
atherao
earth looked down ’ there!
| faith
faith ini Jesus
Christ.”
Then, | gathering
ere !
1.2
renewed: strength, .in a Sweet, y soft voice,
:
;
J
substance as fol. #
Fes. Holiness, she expressed herself: in Subsis
ne rated, Power,
hi a Wisdom,
An ervy this,
and all the rest, took part.in- the reverent lows: ‘“ A short time sinee I was enabled,
discussion, and at the end voted variously. by the grace of God, to cast myself entire:
But while the ‘conversation lingeved, the ly upon the Lord Jesus Christ for. salvaomnissient eye observed that ome meek tion. For you know God's promise is,
and beloved Attribute was silent. ‘‘And that whosoever believeth on him shall be
has Mercy nothing to say?” Le asked, be- saved.. That is the ground of my hope,
and nothing else. 1 shall:love to hear you
nignantly.
I'hus beckoned,
Mavey answered, hum- speuk of Jesus and the promises, but I cannot answer you; Iam too weak. They
bly: — “No world, no race, has ever been
given to me, .In..all.theso..eternal ages, strengthen and comfort we; T am happy; 1 know all you say; itis refreshing;
have never been permitted to show how
I, allalone, 'dan glorify the adorable Fa- I thank you for it.” Her irrveligious busther of heaven.
Power had the shining band was a silent and deeply affected listener to these ‘words, “as'they dropped from
planets, Wisdom had the seraphs, Love
has now even on‘this new orb, the beasts, the lips of his dying ‘wife; and we trust
ber

© Even
I had

Justice
none.

had
Let

not; without goad: effect. In’ another instance, such interviews, under similar civcumstances, resulted: under God in, the con:

man. be created ; he will sin; he will re.’
pent, Let Wisdom help me;
give this version of the patient and her sister-in-law,
penitent einner to me; let me see if we Both ‘ard ow ‘enjoying the fellowship of

cannot

bring

Then

they

hint’ back,

new glory to our God,”
joined

‘dnd

their

eve J rudetice changed
that man should
greed

outwork
voices;

a

and | 7€”:

ber Notes, They
be created, an

Mercy should have this world

to herself.

But they set up this test: If she should|
bring’ into Héaven one sinner sedeemed,
that”

Justice

‘would

admit

the shints,and the privileges of membership

of the: Christian

ehavchis+Christian
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Just.
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either
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ay+1s
tollow
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.
Christ

YW Christ

3

without

difficuit case

has cured the most

wien ali other/remedies failed.
4

.

o

i

.

follow Christ unhesitatingly, and he will re
what

your duty is, and all that is needful for you

to know.

Bilious,

wodly

2

friend of mine’

the

weather,”

said.

through

he,

perse-

‘‘ whether

Winter or Summer, Spring or Aptumn,—
no matter the sky, whether clondless or
stormy,—when I sit by my east window,
father's roof and chimney tops. the gleam
of his Jamp at night, are always visible to
my sight.”
His words contain thie philosofife;

and

enclose, &s

in_a nutshell,

thé principles of holy Joie:
Enviable,—
enviable,—is the man who can
ice

Se

and

parts

the passage down

verance and industry had been able to
build himself ahouse. But his ‘¢hidf' boast
was, that from his fireside he could see his
father’s house on a distant hill. ‘No

ye

Kegittant

Totermittant

of our

Fevers,

so

countty, completely

aradicated by the nse of the Quakey Bitters,
The Aged find in the Quaker Bitters just thé article they stand in need of in their declining years
It quickens the blood and cheers the mind, and paves

in Sight.
le

matter

Bitters.

prevalent in many

Home
A

the Quaker

social darkness which

'
Sa
es
surround our earthly homes, and “see his
Reason never shows itself so reasonable | Father's house, with its many mansions, in

Neighbor?
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allénged, | as when it ceases: to: reason about things | the distant heaven.
then they would “Walt, to hehr heiin 8ing, which are above reason. When Paul was a
Let the Winter wind sweep and the lony
standingon the golden floor,
(
And then Pharisee, he thought he was blameless; rains pour, still from his’ munsion here the
her tice all aglow,
Mercy
exclaimed— when te was a Christian, the chiof. of siu- Christian, by faith, can see, through all the
~Qsel I will have a whole choir; of them, ners. ‘Where sin ‘enters, pride will entew tempest and darkness, the light beaming
a bufidred and forty and (Sur thousand;
tooy and supply the place'of real honot ; as from the inansions in heaven; and by-andand when theit ‘new song. beégins, there iniquity aboundeth, pride aboundeth algo; by, bidding farewell to the earthly, he shall
will be a matchless silelice in heaven 1”
tke: perpetyal possession of his eternal
else how could sinners boast of dignity;and
Then the divine Word was; spoken, and take up mighty state on account of verbal ome
,— Preache)’s Lantern.
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— the
saw the sin’

4
Ty
The wearfed priests at last repair

To sad

ny

draw the

Ministebs only

clad, | messengers to us.

white

Prices of Freewill Baptist Books.

selves must presently be eatenfup with
wortas? Pass by the learned, tho mighty aud
the wise, for they are dust ; but let us reves
ence tlic little children; for they Mo God's

ae and Wesley, of David and
peered over the battlementsof heaven, | gloryto God, or praise the Lord at the, top | 30N8S of
Deuteronomy and all of|
earnestly desiring the look into it. They | of your Yoice. Almost any one can do that, Moses, and“

d

§o

+ Ascends tho Pasebal Mov.
Afa¥ the glowliig radiance falls
On either plyin,~asilver sea, |)
+
On Babichen's ha ed walls,

The princes sleep

the earth.

And | sharpens the gospel arrow, and wings it to

the

all

And

Paradise,

f

L

to

her company.

al tho Attributes watched
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Mercy,

a beautiful
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to bear

passed ‘out underneath, the arch Wisdom | bow successfully when God's Holy Spirit A

phil

y

was sent

Man was created. Justice put on his awful
sanoply, and stood at the door, for his
a. glimpse of Balan, that
aid eye caught
in the garden, Liko |
old serpent glidifig
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:
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The Religion of Materialism.
Most of what is recognized as skepticism
«or infidelity, as we meet it among thoughtfal men to-day, has a courtly air and uses
deferential speech.
It eschews the bold
atheism of the older times. It says what it
deems a generous word for the Bible and
its Christ, for Christians and their creeds,
for churches and their aims, Tt admits the
inspiration of Isaiah and John, but claims
italso

for

Swedenberg

and Parker, Henri

Taice and Waldo Emerson.
It rhapsodizes
in poetry: "it talks reverently in the dialect
of pantheism; it claims to illustrate the
charity which Paul commended, in exalting
the good things found in every system of
pagan religion.
It would give us a truer
interpretation of the New Testament so
that it shall square with modern scienee and
philosophy, and make the regeneration of
the soul simply a natural human phenomemon. That is the prevalent type of skepti-

MORNING

et 3, HE
————

———————

And

thus

it justifies

statement of the

and

illustrates

the

Scriptures,—** The fool

hath said in his heart, There is no God I”
The best, nay the only real cure for much
and even for most of the skeptictsm that
exists, is found in that vital experience
which comes to the heart that opens jtself
upward in earnest prayer,and then puts the
truth it has learned into faithful Christian
service.

Logic is not the needed medicine,

.

\

quote.

And the mere

statement of the position of this exponent
of the materialists suffices. No formal anIf the religion. of these
swer is needed,
Aeachercan
s give us only this, it would do

‘etter to refrain from mocking us with the

semblance of good, only to astonish and
+ «heat, and outrage our confidence and hope.

IF it can not tell the truth when

to state

the nature and

it pretends

teachings of Chris.

Ganity; if itcan Yield only the silence of a
blind, heartless, infinite Force

when we are

. Pleullinfor
g a Father's pity; if our aspira(ions for limitless life are given only a hand-

them might be more wisely spent.

But

let

that pass. Most of them doubtless are
greatly needed just where they are, and all
the more because of the general lack of religious interest which makes-sueh a struggle necessary.

And they may find

encour-

agement in several thoughts:

It is no new or unusual thing which
comes to them. Such fiery trials are quite
common.
They haye many partners in this
tribulation. Many of the churches which
to-day are strong, went

over
vere
often
er.

up

to

their

vigor

a similar path and through equally sediscipline. It is the price which must
be paid for moral eminence and powWe must frequently buy victories by

Sm——

afforded for reaching it

by the extension of the Boston & Maine
R. R. from Berwick along the shore to

Portland.

Indeedy] know of ‘no watering

place by the sea so happily convenienced
‘in this respect as this beach. The cars

drop you within ap easy walk by plank to
nearly all the hotels and boarding houses in
the place,—~3ome on one side of the beach,
and

some

on the

other.”

A few

days’ so-

journ here has given me a geweral insight
into the character and facilities of the place
for serving the purpose to which it is ap-

propriated, some of which will be noted in

:
at the end of their quest and
HoTeELS.—There are some seven or eight
soaring if the alleged miracles of Christ
areto be explained away by assuming a far ‘paying just such an equivalent.
| hotels, including one up the beach some two
@reater miracle,—that, though he was a " Through such struggle comes large and miles. Two of them are quite large, togethweak fanatic, with ‘a character having true personal profit. Earnest and self-sac- er furnishing accommodations for some

fal of ashes

grave defects and deficiencies; ‘inferior to ficing toilis what builds both body ‘and soul
that of Socrates and hundreds who ‘have ap- into vigor and capacity. The eminent and
“ppeared in later times,” yet' his words and ‘heroic Christian is the working Chrisdeeds have been the mightiest agencies operating in society for eighteen centuries,

and

and are still adding to their power, —if this
#sthe best thing which ' the religion of ma-

come of this earnest style of life. And,
whatever may be the fate of the special

may well turn

church which is thus toiled for, the worker
himself will win daily victories in his own

ferialism has to offer ms, we

away from, its ‘prophets in bitter disappoint-

tian.

Self-mastery,

genuine

power

over

fellowship with

others,

God

all

ment, and repeat in the Master's ear the
«question of Peter,—‘¢ To WHOM SHALL WE

soul of whose fruitsiinothing can cheat him.

THOU HAST THE WORDSOF ETERNAL

round and mature Christian character is by

@o?
FE."

:

may be chiefly the misfortune
Skepticism
/ wisome minds.

It is just that,

Or

no means the least vital part of the work

set for us.

That end gained, and life can

They are | yield no radical failure.

-eonstitutionally* slow of heart to believe.”
Doubts and questionings have haunted them
from. their cradles upward.

And this work of building ourselves into a

unfavora-

‘Wie surroundings, and mischievous teachers,

trinmphant.

JIeaven crowns

it

There is, besides, a high and sacred enjoyment connected with such’ struggling
churches.
Earnest and unselfish labor

and treacherous and unprincipled professors yields some of the highest satisfactions that
af religion may have warped the under- come to us. Many members of churches
stanfing, and blurred the eyes with preju-, that have gone up to power and eminence

te
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yet on the coast from this place tb Newport,
R. IL, and I believe I have visited all the noted places-within that range,—exceeds it for

those who laugh at fools. Let us add, that

its founders being simply regarded ss enthusiastie, impracticable fanatics.” Of the
twelve, only four are now living, the othbeauty and convenience, The extent of er three being Wm. Lloyd Garrison,, of
itis some twelve miles, over the whole Boston ; Moses Thatcher, now a pastor in
p>
length of which drives can be taken, if one northern New York; and Oliver Johnson,
wishes for so much of the same good thing. of the Christian Union. They are indeed
The beach is perfectly bard, and much of the survivors of a noble fight, well worthy

the way

smooth

and

even,

delightfully

all the honor that a. grateful

nation

it is proposed to publish the Indez

ton, beginning this autumn.

due form. -

800 guests.

The others have a capacity

for from 50 to 150 each. These are all
nearly or quite full at the present time.
Besides these, there are several excellent

boarding houses for the accommodation of
persons

in Bos-

~——INTERESTING OBSERVATIONS. Profes«or Hayden, who lately went to the region
of the Rocky Mountains in charge of an

exploring

ac-

expedition,

very important

adapted to drives at low tide. And then cords to them.
:
:
the white glistening surf and the sounding
wave, God's psalm of praise to himself, re- ~—JESUITS IN ENGLAND.
The Jesuits die
sounding through all the ages, is grand and hard. Banished from Germany,
they finally
inspiring. How can one ever be weary seek a home in England.
A great many
of it ?
ik
¢ of the Order, who were banished by BisBatHING.—This is the institution here, marck’s decree, have already settled in
Aftér they had wandered
their worst as well as their subtlest foes. The beach is superbly adapted to this de- Lancashire.
through
lightfal
and
healthy
exercise.
It
slopes
France,
Belgium and a portion of
Somebody has said, with scarcely less
very gradually; and is perfectly free from Ergland, an estate in the latter country
truth than bluntness, that human nature it
undertow. * Children may wade out to was placed at their disposal, on which they
likely to be about as Iazyas circumstances
their
necks with perfect safety. Scores and immediately opened a convent, and began
will allow. The remark is applicable to
hundreds
may be seen at all hours of the day to gather followers. A large company of
the moral sphere as well as to the secular.
swashing about in the brine, jumping, plung- German teachers and students are already
And many a church is an example of high
ing ard yelling in the wildest ecstacy. there, and other colonies have settled
and useful activity when forced to struggle
It is wonderful how this huge wash-tub themselyes at Stonyhurst: and St. Buenos,
for life, that might have illustrated little
is patronized by persons so sadly neglect- whence
they hold daily communication
save irresponsible indolence Lut: for this
ful of the smaller ones at home. I dare say with Germany.
Ts England to admit to
pressure, Even in religion, the faithfal
there are hundreds here who may be seen homes, a class that Germany deemed it unworkers who sing at their toil were at first | sousing
about in the brine two or three times safe to harbor?
The Jesuits have never
sent to it by coercion. Necessity drove
a day, almost crazy with delight, whose car- yet dwelt in any country with safety to it,
them to service, bat at length they are held
casses have not known what soap and water and it will be surprising if England isn't
to it by love, and enthusiasng, and habit.
mean
for a twelvemonth
before,
Well, | agitated by their coming,

but Love ; not metaphysical analysis, but an
unselfish and consecrated life. For such
prayer makes unseen things visible, and
And when a real triumph comes to such
such service fills the soul with the very pow- | churches,—3s it is pretty sure to come
ers of the divine life, so that there is a | sooner or later,—it is something to be
grateful
repetition of the old word,—1| prized and profited by, They use the power
cism, and by its very subtlety and seeming
wisely which bas been thus acquired.
KNOW
that
my Redeemer liveth.”
The
friendliness the danger
from
it may be
great
and strong churches that make themgreater instead of less.
selves felt as saving forces on all hands,
But the spirit of Paine and Diderot still
Struggling Churches.
are generally those that came up through
fives. The old audacious and egotistic ina
———
struggle. They keep the zeal which they
fidelity is now and then heard declaring itThere are many such churches. In the
self. This comes from the circle of the ma- best sense, every church ought to be a long ago nurtared. and they employ thank* terialists, who find much which they insist struggling body, —putting forth its highest fully the resources which were sanctified by
+
justifies their position and aids their cause energies for good.
If it is large, strong, the prayer and toil which united to bring
y
them.
in the deductions of physical science. They
wealthy, influential, it ought to struggle in
We mean to write soberly and traly.
claim Huxley and Darwin and Draper as behalf of feeble interests that need its aid,
their strong allies, and try to swear by establish and maintain mission interests, We do not claim more valae for weakness
Dana and Agassiz, though the oaths now and bend its powers to carry the gospel to than for power, nor insist that it is “best
and thea stick and sputter in their throats.
“‘the regions beyond.” Stagnant forces are for a church to be always struggling desThey are bold in accusation, and not over- discreditable anywhere, but nowhere else perately for mere life. Not that. But we
modest in the claims which they set up. If do they burlesque what they are meant to do mean to say that such struggling churchstrong assertions could carry a point, they exalt as in the sphere of Christian effort. es need not fret nor faint over their lot.
would certainly have everything their 6wn For a church is especially meant to be a Let them always hope and sometimes sing.
way. And when speaking to those who hate working body. Every one of its members It may prove a most needful and valuable
Christianity for the demands it makes and is set to be a laborer. with God. Now,as of discipline for them. God may make
it
work for their highest profit. It may be
the restraints it imposes, their radical and
old, the woe is a fearful one that falls upon
the only real road to victory. Let them be
half-reckless words are very likely to be those who are at ease in Zion.
But we had in mind churches that are resolute and patient; let them pray and
amswered by sympathy, by a more settled
bitterness, and by a more impatient and forced to struggle in order to live. There hope ; and they need not fear that it will be
are many such. They are found both east all in vain,
heated defiance.
- One of the later and more popular expo- and west, in the cities and in the country,
n—
SB
sitions of materialism, as representing the in communities where wealth abounds and
truth which Christianity discards, appears in in those where most of the people eat their
A Question.
= pamphlet sent us from New York, and of bread in the sweat of the face and bend un—
Pe
i
A correspondent sends the following
which a Mr. Underwood is the author. He der the burdens of daily toil. For the
_$harges Christianity with various singular strongest currents of influence are offen query, desiring the answer to be given in
things. He says it teaches that ** woman found setting in the worldly direction, and the Star:
is man’s inferior and subordinate, made for the gains men get in the marts of trade are
In case evangslists and others assist in
his gratification and convenience, while by no means as a rule at the service of god- revivals in a church where there is a reguman was made for himself and the glory of liness. And so churches must struggle. lar pastor, who is the proper person to adminster the ordinance of baptism when the
God ;” that God, accordinz to it, ‘* has ap- They who labor hard and give generously for convert
s are admitted to the church ?
proved: and sanctioned polygamy, slavery their support are often but a handful, while
ANSWER.
As a rule, itis plainly both
and despotism; “ Christianity has been, on the many pass them by as though: they
the
privile
ge
and
the duty of the pastok to
the * whole, terribly pernicious,” &e., &e.
were things of small consequence. The
adminis
ter
the
ordinan
ce, and formally reAnd then, afier this arraignment, the su- money needed to pay for the built or needed
ther proceeds to set forth the moral superi- sanctuary is hard to get. Subscriptions to ceive the members,in the circumstances reority of his system of materialism. There 1s meet the expense of maintaining public wor- ferred to, as on other and more ordinary
mo revelation aside from that furnished by ship come slowly and sometimes grudgingly. oceasions. The reasons need to be very
reason and experience, which are the best The pastor's salary is constantly in arrears. special, strong and peculiar, to warrant
the evangelist, or any othes minister
guides; *‘ an unbroken, everlasting sleep More or less of what is promised
fails
probably awaits us all,”and this is infinite- tobe paid. The prayer meetings are thin, temporarily employed, in doing what is
ly preferable” to the future which Christian- and the hour often wears away between pre-eminently the work of the pastor, in
ity pictures. Of Christ, he writes such dragging songs, and distrustful supplica- such a case as the one supposed. There
must be some of the weakness of vanity,
4
words as these:
tions, and deep-drawn sighs, and disheartor sélfishness, or unsanctified personal amMaterialists generally regard Jesus—the
ing silence. The Sunday school lacks
bition in a minister who would encourage
zecords of whose life are very scanty and punctual and efficient
teachers,—it lacks too
Jargely fabulous, and of whose existence
an estrangement of a company ot converts
a library, singing-books, and the presence
even there is some ground for doubt—as
from the mab especially set to watch over
probably a man of no great intellect but of of the men and women that would give it
a benevolent heart, of some chimerical and a meaning and help it toward a character. and train them for service as members of
“fanatical novions, together with a good There are as many empty pews as full ones the church. He should be the pastor's helpdeal of moral wisdom, a man thoroughly even in the pleasant days of summer; in er, not his rival, and aid especiallyto serve
sonscientious, who lived a life of purity and
the church, not to exalt himself. It is not
died a martyr to his faith and sapposed the winter and on stormy days, the sense of hard to imagine cases where the excepti
onsolitude is almost
oppressive,
and
the
amisaien.
As a reformer and a benefactor,
al policy might be proper; but the rule is
he has eur esteem and gratitude. Could preacher needs to be a master of the bow if
he return to earth at the present day, there his arrows of truth go home to the proper obvious enough, and should rot be lightly
is scarcely a doubt that he would be regard- target. Many of these churehes are small, set aside.
ed by a large proportion of his professed
Jotlowers somewhat as he was by the Phar- so that, though each member does service
isee ol eighteen hundred years ago. Ile full of heroism and self-denial, the contest
On the Beach.
would, probably, find less cordial welcome for continued life is fierce, prolonged, and
and less courteous treatment in the church- often seems doubtful.
Such churches know
Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Me., has ene8 where service is performed in his name,
joyed a good reputation as a place of sumthan in the Liberal halls where his character the meaning of the word “struggle.”
What of such churches? ' Possibly some mer resort
is freely criticized, and the miraeles ascribfor many years. Bat it has
wd to him are ridiculed as fabulous and fool- of them may have been unwisely planted, suddenly sprung into notoriety, owing to
:
ish.
and the energy and devotion now given to
the facilities now
“That is enough to

a

pe

through vears of struggle, recall those early
days as among the best days of life. Seen
gain and keep.
The most earnest prayer: in retrospect,they are luminous and attractthey ever offer is that ot the man.in the ive: Into them, as they stand out in memgospel,—* Help thou mine unbelief!” Such ory, there seems to have been distilled the
souls as these deserve the charitable sympa- poetry of ardor and the heroism of dutiful
thy of men, as they are sure to have the in- ness. The later days of ease and outward
honor have nothing that equals them in
finite and helpful pity of God.
But there is another sortof skepticism interest. And there are often honest and
which fights against the higher light and not senseless sighs for the return of those
the diviner truth. It shuts its eyes. It special satisfactions of heart which sprang
stops its ears. 1t twists evidence. It keeps from the struggles that were so full of inimportant witnesses away from the inner tensity as to tax every power and test the
court, or it perverts their uttered testimo- mettle of the soul. >
ny. It loves darkness. It craves the liBy means of these neccessary struggles
cgpse which infidelity allows. It keeps on churches are kept from the formality, heedcrying “ No Gop!” until it imposes upon
lessness and stagnation which are among
to be the utterance of an infallible oracle,
called Reason, or Philosophy, or Science.

3

STAR,

———

dice. They have to fight for every inch of
the territory of a genuine faith which they

itself, and believes its own passionate word

nai

had reached

sends

reports.

the summit

His
of

home some’.

expedition

Mt. Liucoln,

and found its elevation to be 14,300 feet.
From this point at least fifteen mountains
were seen that are 14,000 feet above the

sea level, with two hundred and fifty that

have a hight of 13,000 ft. above tide water.
Verily, America can boast of some pretty tall
scenery. Also from the summit of Lincoln a mountain 17,000 feet high could be
seen, which was named the Holy Cross,
from the appearance. of two deep ravines
which cross ¢ach other at right angles on
the high face of the mountain. These are
constantly filled with snow and present a
grand appearance. This mountain is believed to be the highest in North : America.
The Naturalists of the expedition were also

very sucedssful, capturing many rare spec-

imens of the animal kingdom. The results of the Expedition are thus warranted
to be successful beforehand. There can
be no doubt but America offers wide and
interesting fields of research to the ex|- let us derive some satisfaction from the conv
—
plorer and naturalist, and Professor Hayden
sideration of a few days’ practice of that virTHE REsT OF THE CHURCHES.
If min- | and his party deserve great credit for the
tue which stands next to godliness, though | isters need rest from pastoral cares, we | bold manner in which
they push their unit be of but annual occurrence.
| hardly see why churches should not be | dertaking. The completed report of the
Tre GROVE AND ITs UsEs.—Commencing | allowed something of the same privilege. | expedition must make a document that
near the depot and extending a long way | It is leading in the work that mainly tires { every intelligent person will be fond of
between the rail track and the beach, is a | the minister.
Why should not following
;
reading.
grove of pines.
This is devoted to the en- | and doing also tire the members? To be |
|
tertainment of Sabbath ‘school picnics, ex | sure many of them make their church work
THE ForReiGN MissioN Report.
The
| cursionists of all classes, and groups
of merely incidental, so that.itirabely wearies | annual report of our Foreign Mission in
|
them.
But it is easy to conceive of a
people from the rural districts, who come
| India has been forwarded to more or less of
in large numbers every pleasant day, to | church getting into that’ over-pressed if our readers.
Printed on the ground,it is itbathe in the sea and eat their lunch in the | not over-worked condition where a round | self a testimony to the successes wrought in
shade. There is #side track with along month's respite from the same routine of | that field,—a sort of symbol of the achieveplatform laid for the express accommoda- service would bring them back to their | ments of the laborers, present and absent,
tion of such parties as come by rail.
It is work with a fresh vigor. .and a new inter| dead and living. It is interesting, instructlargely patronized by excursionists from est, such as would. accomplish much more
| ive, encouraging.
It tells alike of joys
far and near, making the

“times

lively, and

still more enjoyable to such sojourners as
find their own pleasures hightened by the
enjoyments of others.
There is another grove, or park, as it is
somewhat more pompously

named, néar the

Old Orchard House, and belonging to it.
It is wholly a native forest, art having
done nothing for it but to clear away the
underbrush

for

walks,

&c.

It

is a most

pleasant retreat, and is largely patronized,

in

the

following

six

months

than

they

would if the previous one of relaxation had

{and

keep the latter atthe proper pitch,

imens :—Cedar

Path,

Myrtle

Path,

Joy

Path, Fern Path, The Poet's Walk, At oconvenient intervals, there are seats and arbors, constructed in the most rustic man.

ner of the bodies of small and the limbs
of larger trees, with names so hospitable

aud patronizing, that any one fancies him-

self especially and particularly meant and
provided for. The following may be noted
among many others: The Artist's Retreat,
the Astronomer’s Seat,-The Peasant’s

have attained

| hopes disappointed. It has some protest
aud some pathos» One can see that some

—VELL
UNDERTAKEN.
The colored | paragraphs were written with a hot
people of Richmond, Va., are subscribing | and a quickened pulse; there are
money with which to build a Home in that | that yet seem almost moist with the
city for the aged and infirm of their race. | that blurred the page on which they

Foot paths diverge, eross and reeross in The contribulion
s aré said to come in well, |
and the friends of the undertaking go about |
the work with a spirit which promises suc- |
cess. Such a Home fs greatly needed, |

every direction, and are labeled at the corners with so sweet and invitinz names, that
one is tempted to euter them for this if for
no other reason. The following are spec-

griefs, both of which

unusual proportions during the year, It
made the number seven.
Since spiritual
is a record of work,—hard, patient, prayerfcré depends in great measure on physi| ful, and not fruitless. It j== record too of
cal vigor, they work the wisest who aim to | anxieties and fears, of efforts baffled and

first
and
first
had

heart
others
tears

were
written. — Wa hope it will be read
pondered. It was finished before the
word telling of coming reinforcements
reached the writers. And so it ends less

Aged colored people are said to suffer | jubilantly, though perhaps not less
great neglect in that section. That the | lutely, than would have been theetase
negroes should thus take measures to pro- the grateful message gone sooner. It
vide for their own 1s a thrifty sign, and will cheering facts to report. It does no!
be likely to dull the point of a good many to put brave words among its pungent
epithets that their foes are fond of flinging peals. It was somewhat epitomized
at them. With schools and churches and our missionary correspondent, and so
charity asylums, sustained by their own only ask now that it may be carefully
efforts, the colored people are making
themselves no unworthy record.

for

N. est,

The Parson's Study, The Wanderer’s Rest.

and faithfully heeded.

reso.
had
has
fuil
apby
we
read

:

A Goop Crotce. The selection of our
English correspondent to fill the office of

-—THE
METHOD OF ELECTING PRESI| President of Chilwell College, made vaDENT. Senator Morton has called a meetcant by the retirement of our excellent and
Oratory, consisting of a pulpit and its ing of the senatorial committee on priv- genial friend, Df. Underwood, was an act
surroundings, constructed of the limbs of ileges aud elections to be held in New that did fitting honor to. the electors and
trees preserved as nearly as possible in York, Oct. 1, to consider the best method
to the appointee.
Bro. Goadby will be
their native form. This is used for. feligious of electing Preisdent and Vice President, greatly missed from the pastorate which
and other public services. There was an ap- and fo discuss the constitutional changes he has filled so acceptably and ably, but
pointment for divine service at 4 o'clock that would thereby be needed. The de- he will find a most important and promislast Sabbath. This was prevented by a fects of the present system are apparent. ing sphere for his scholarly intellect, his
shower, which pretty thoroughly wetted The death of Horace Greeley called spe- fine tastes, his manly piety and his genial
cial attention to the plight in which the spirit. We predict for him a popular and
down that partieular hour.
Upon looking over the above record, 1 country might at almost any presidential useful career in his new position and reEither the Electoral] lations, and congratulate the’ young men
find it pretty largely made up of dry de- election be left.
College must be superseded, or its instruc- who are to have the Benefit of his direet
scription, so I'may as well end with the
tions be such us shall cover these special service in their behalf.
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I sat in the school of sorrow,
The Master was teaching there,
But my eyes were dim with weeping,

And my heart was full of care.

““We can remember that,” said Mary,

Instead of looking upwards

the face divine

“This class

So full of the tendérest pity :
:

only thought of the burden,
The cross that before me lay,

So I could not learn my lesson,
And say, *“ Thy will be done;”
And the Master came not near me
As the weary hours went on.

At last, in my heavy sorrow,
I looked from the cross, above,
And Isaw the Master watching,
With a glance of tender love.

*

He turned to the cross before me,
And I thought I heard Him say,
“ My child, thou must bear thy burden,

And learn thy tusk to-day.

“| |
{
|
|

“1 may not tell the reason,
"Tis enough for thee to know

That I, the Master, am teaching,
And give this cup of woe.”
WEATY

SOrrow ;

|

Ove look at that fiGe divine
Had given me power to trust Him,
And say, “ Thy will, not mine.”

Song

There do laborer’s songs abound.

Where glide swiftly knife and plane,
Honest hearts and hands to steer them,
Those who will not toil in vain.
at

Where the sickle gleams so brightly,
As the reaper strides along,
Where the gleaners follow lightly,
There they chant the labor song.
‘Where the husbandman is plowing,

There where shines the sweaty brow—
There where honest liearts are bounding,

——

5 Fy dase BE

in ee

‘Where the poxrderous wheels are rushing

rejoicing now.

Waft the burden, breezes blowing!
“And the tide which now is flowing,
‘Washes old and foreign strands;

Till the-earth shall know no master,
Till shall eringe no fawning slave ;
Spread the tidings faster, faster,—

¢

G. RAMSEY.

III.

our
4

Pulchella,” said Mary; “pretty
I have not forgotten
its
,

*

Ralph and Mary had become so interested in the snails which they examined, that
they were constantly looking for them in
their rambles. The consequence was, they
found such a variety that their mother proposed that they should preserve them.
“We will begin,” she said. ‘‘Everything

There was a time when

Hugh Cumming found his first shell, and
felt for the first time the impulse to explore
mamma

it grow.”
said the
some day
species ot
want you

to learn not to despise nor overlook the
humblest thing that God has made, for ‘in

wisdom has he made them all’; and Le gives
but

listen

?”

in-

banging

in the jar.

She

had

looked

at

was

the

them several times a day, and this

fourteenth day they had hung there, still
and apparently lifeless. Now there wis a

change.” The

shells

‘had

become

quite

dark colored, and while sie looked at them,

one burst with a little snap, and a butterfly
came out.

She gave acry of

wonder

delight which broaght the whole
the spot.
LBs
“Oh, here

is

a

real

and

family

butterfly

at

to

last!

cried Ralph; “but he is not a very lively
looking fellow. He is all crumpled up.”

cried Mary,

succeeded

in equaling it.”

mamma?

‘Do

you

“To

be

sure

he

“‘the

is,”

said

the

mother ;

other butterflies are born :

—poor little crumpled fellows, they look as
;
‘

mean | Wet and miserable

as drowned chickens,”
snails P”
They began in a few mingtes to stretch
“Mollasks, or Mollusca, means soft- | out their legs and antennze, and
then to unbodied animals. This division includes fold their beautiful velvet wings,
clams,

oysters,

smails,

variety of creatures,

slugs,

a

and

vast

The twenty thousand

species, which Mr, Cumming has arranged

in his cabinets, have not exhausted the
store-house of nature. There are perhaps
as many more of thosé curious and

strange

creatures waiting their opportunity to come
“forth from their hidden recesses, and to
Bear witnesss to the ‘infinite wisdom and
j
of God.”
" powe
r
“iv The children, al the suggestion of their

‘moth
bad. er,
placed the shells which they had |
box

M.

up,

some one.

Oh, Pll

the

boys

met

h
:

hem,

There

Sure Tn having a_confused

and it would add nothing to

wiedge of natural history,

I want

in

lected.

ping seeds reflectively at a swallow’s nest,
‘“ we ought to bave
up.”

some

one

** Oh, I'll go and gét Jule

to

dress us

to,” said Tom

Ryder, and started off for her. But“ Jule,”
on being applied to, steadily refused.
It

was only little while ago that she read
how a boy got frightened to death that way,
and she wasn't going to have anything to
do with it. So Tom went back to the barn.
““ What did she say P” asked Will.
““ She wor’t come,” replied Tom.
‘Never mind; I'll get Nellie,” said Will.
So he went to the house for her, and
brought her oat.
“What do you want me to do?” she
asked, as she entered the barn.
;
*¢ Nothing, now, only we want you to

dress us’ up, Monday night. You know
father won’t be home till Tuesday morning,
and we'll have the boys here to spend the
evening, and then we'll go to Joe's. Oh, I
say, fellers, we

ought

to

chant,

or

some-

thing.”

“ How

do you

chant?

I don’t

know,”

interrupted Bill Smith.

“Oh, just keep going right along, and
once in a while go up and down; the tenor
will

go

for

itself, T

guess;

but

come. on,

boys, it’s time for dinner,”
So the ; boys separated, promising to meet

again on Monday.

“I'm glad I've got a waterproof.

“ Yes, that's it.

pered Tom:

Ise heerd

boys,

Here, come

[ake

dey goes,” and he
and gave three loud
to-night,

-

what

in

and

does

tell

this

mean?

me about

it,.only

those things off. your heads, if you

don’t want me to kill myself.”
So the spirits, in

Now,

Lef's

So the boys, ran, and did not stop till,
dripping wet, they reached Will's barn,
whep a mau confronted them at the deor.
** Ob, it's your father got home!" whis_ “Well,

“ Yes,” said Pefe, solemnly.

‘em. Here's de way
walked to the window
raps on it.

up, Bill Smith!” groaned
* Oh dear, my sister's best

run I”

you know how spirits rap ?”

with great solemnity. Several plans were
propused and discussed, till at last a bright
idea was hit upon. They were to dress up

the

the sky

** And my mother's table-cloths I” *

said,

*“ Three,” said Nell.

matter

as ghosts, and go under Joe's window at
night, and frighten him.
;
As to the matter of head-gear, they had

dréssAvill be spoilt
alone,” he

“You shat
Tom Wiggins.

“You shut up!” was Tom's ungracions
response; ‘when we ‘want girls’ advice
we'll ask for it. Three, of course. I was
Just going to tell him so. I say, Pete, do

ell’ you what, boys,”

W
forenoon

A whispered cousul-

was black with clouds, and large drops of

the rescue.
“ There, Tom,

him

moved

you be

crestfallen

their masks,

while

silence,

Will

re-

toll

the

under Joe Slocum’s window, and wait till ‘story. When he finished, his father looked
we come. Now go home, and stay there from one to the other, tiil at last, his eye
lighting on Tom's marseille, limp and
till ten o'clock.”
dripping,
he burst into a peal of laughter.
So Pete departed out of the window.
* Wel!, boys, I guess you're punished
*“ Now, boys,” sfid Will, ** Joé’s got the
‘words to the chant copied off, and you take enough. - You can go, now."
Mr. Hayward promised
secrecy, but
the papers and learn 'em by evening, and
then we'll sing ’em. Let's go home, now.” somchow the story leaked out, and to this
At eight o'clock they met again, in high day, the boys of Glenville delight to: call
feather, and
spent the time till half-past after the avenging spirits, whenever they see
nine in making sugar candy. When the them, ** Pampkinheads! PampkinheadsI
They are hardly inclined to repeat that
hour struck, they set out for the barn, to
make preparations for the grand scare. Nel- operation. Possibiy they have grown wiser.
lie helped them into their costumes, and,
after all was completed, led them into the
Troublesome Prepositions.
house to survey themselves in the large
——
ro
drawing-room mirror.
:
The perplexities of our language to a
The

young

gentlemen

lighted with their

were

foreigner are shown in an amusing

highly de-

the village.

The

distance, however, did not -seem long, as
the ‘moon was shining’ brightly ; and the
boys were full of anticipation.
They reached the house, and found little
Pete waiting for them on the rail fence.
He jumped down, us they came up, saying,
‘“ Now, what have I got to do?
‘“Go-and thump on the window
times, good and lond, and then run.”
As the window

the boys was

was

ratner

to ** boost”

tions.”

“I am sorry yon find them troublesome,”
was all T could say.
“I saw our friend Mrs. Jones, just now,”

three

while

he

thumped.

The boys stationed themselves at the
other side of the house and waited.
Soon Pete came round the corner, not
looking as much pleased as the boys ‘exe
pected.

fs,

‘“ What did he do?” they asked, eagerly.
* Ile opened the window, and asked who
was there; and when I never answered, he

said he hoped I wouldnt come back, because, if I did, he would have to pour some
water

on me, and’

that.”

:

“Oh,

bother!”

he

wouldn't

like to do
Bill

*“ what will we do now

Smith,

must

have

be

broken

thor

deals

with

dress,

exercise,

umusements

being

useful

than

on

appearing

learned.

and

that

en—-"
“Broken

“Ah!
sorry

approved, but he is no mere radical or
extremist. He is generally a judicious counselor,
and,
so far as his book is circulated and caretul
ly
read, it can hardly fail to be of real service.
1fs
pl#in, unambitious style is a strong recomm
endation of it, and the large amount of futormation
At Contains, such as all classes of women need
to
Xess, ves it an abiding value.
It may be
strongly commended, and a free use of it in any
family, where girls are growing up to womaubood, avould add something real to the work of

education.

:

i

The mechanical excellences of the volume
are peither few nor slight. The clear, full-faced type is well set off by the rich, cream-laid pa.
per and the tasteful and substantial binding.
It
is sold only by subscription,and agents may properly feel that they are serving the public good
while
ghey are replenishing their own purses.
Those
Wishing fo secure an agency for {its sale
should address Durkee and Foxcroft, care of
Lee & Shepard, Boston, as they manage the
Agency Department, and will deal promptly and
efliciently with all who do business with them.

OUTLINES OF MEN, WOMEN

AND THINGS.

never fails to say something

fresh

and

you

might

tear

on a pair of his

‘mother’s linen table-cloths,

by rubbing some of the feathers off,”

“Now you are joking,
laughing."

arms, produced quite a startling effect, The

mamma,” she said, | other boys had provided: themselves with
sheets and waterproofs.

‘They were

coming
“No, indeed I am not. Look at this] in the eyeuing to muke a
call.on Will, ghd
wing as the insect flutters against the- then were to go to Joe's.

' had.

“ Sarrynadin’,

Ann, sleepilbe) y.
“Dunno

but

‘may be,” returned
i

they

;

and forcible

about it; - generally she elucidates,illumines and

adorns it.

Whether dealing with a grave public

question, a noted character, a private friend, a
splendid landscape, a bit of pathetic history, or a
simple incident such as most people overlook or

soon forget, she hu$ something signiticant to
say, and itis obvious that both her head and
her heart have to do with her utteriinces. She
is painstaking too. In her litérary work she evHouy

adopts and nets

onthe good

that whatever is worth

old maxim,

deing at all is worth do-

ing well.
Her style is never slipshod.
Added
to a natural taste for felicitous expression, it is
plain that she studies the art of saving things,
Not that her rhetoric is painfully elaborate or
fimeal.
Not that she writes on stilts.
Not that
one looks for simple spontaneity and finds prim
artifice instead.
By no means.
Even when
there is most to prompt the remark that the writer-is plainly one of the literary. women, one
never fails to detect au air of ease and freedom.

And yet, it is ensy to see that she does not throw
off her pen-products heedlessly,'and that she is
The

papers

in this

to their

volunie

finish

or their

illusirate

all we

There are more than a score of them.

Most if not at all of them

1873. 16mo. pp. 283.

it is what I mean to say.”
engagement is brokén—brok-

off.”

1 had mot heard: that.
avout

it.

Her

son

She is very

only

“He merely broke the BEWS;
tion this time.”

“It is hard to understand:
man,

be,"

en to

Again.”

Sarah

have

scen the light

broke

the

no preposi-

Sold by E. J. Imne & Co.

knows what they like in the way of books.
In
substance and style his volumes have the elements of a rare popularity,
Full of the records
of adventure, clear in their descriptions of scen-

ery, marvelous

in their delinéstions

of charae-

ter, original in the subjeets who sit for their portraits, often quggnt in the language, with no lack
of wit or oy | exalting-tlat whieh has daring

and pluck, and_farnishing=not a little real and

valuable informatiofi-eoneerning the features and

That

her son, is a fine fellow;
”

Notes by the author of #

The author of the * Camping-Out Series” of
books shows that he understands boys, and

young

a breaker,

H

life of the forests and mountains and streams,
they hold the boys captive by the hour, and
I
make gray-haired men live over again with an

though.”

get

in

together,

$

they

3

all

ge

get out

“How is that p7 asked the gentleman,

crs and the fuvon of the reading

RE rteuc oflors something

curly centuries, whén

L/ They
for, a sont of Iladder by steppi
ng a
a0
Q
alr

reflectively.

nie oil

** Didn't know’s they rigged up that way,

% fooulders,

And

thus make

** But how does the bottom one get outs”
“Ah! these bears, though not possessing a mind and soul such as God has given,

id

~ “What be they like I”

public, . The

the life of Germany was

oy stemanes and whep| hluin
and. iy
4m

ed chieflyin legend, traditio
dnd song,
n and iyw~

agination
much to doin giving shape evep
i these. ha author’ writes with great freshness; freedom and vigor of those eatly ddys, and

he has given us a book full of entertainment and

on ening, Now dont tress eored | eto
Whtoy th meat" 10 (0 | sr dmac sot,aul aed, yt

i

y

:

roo

NLL

wp

!

)

.

-

:

*

Uy oh unique bath :

suggestiveness,
He promises
more volumes,
‘“ Pumpkin-head,” was the
you to remember the Mollusca are divided glass. You see it seems to be
reply ; us, yet can feel gratitude; and they won’ dedicating
covered with
“Now we must, rehearse)” sald Will, | “dnd black and white gowns prompt
the seriesto the Crown Princess Viegn,’
Sarah!"
forget the talib oie Ho sl
into six classes,and
all these which you have | a delicate plush, like the finest velvet. Un | with
ona,
And
here
appears Bo reson, why she
an air. * Nell, you go and ‘put your | * Wallp»
.. found, or will find, about here, belong. to der a microscope you would
4
perin@'bff, they fetch the branch of a tree, {The other volume: mentioned
see that this head through the window of the eorn-room,
“ Whatll I doo"
is not wplike
i
Which they let down to." their poor brother, | much of
* the second clas, whieh is ealled Gaste:opo- plush
is a coat of the most delicate and —and we'll go up to
the Germany
imuginative
literatndither
ure
which
comes
it;
and
holler
the artistic
lacking
from
us
1
0
!
joi
to
ily:
i
at
her.”
,
Coda ” ow
at these snails as ey ‘move beautiful feathers, every one
as perfect as a
“I shan’t pn’ my head out till you hol- Ay
:
:
4
¢h
enough. Now don’t talk to me neath;
about, an tell me where their
fet are.” _ | peacoek’s feathers, and as gorgeously tint- ler, saia Nell.
rejoice,
t an
ident
suffice to k
Scosible bedrs,
wethey should
.
1
1a
:
)
want to go to sleep.
sny, are a terest and curiosity alive. The volutes sire
" said Ralph, laugh- | cq,”
|
great
“deal
better
AAC
thah'
some
“ No, of course not. T'was jst going
eople ‘that out ap inthe same peculiar stylo as their predchant
k
under the window bad sudden- we ‘hear’ about, who never
ing, h ey crawl flaton the ground.”
eens Hig, and their aspect is especially in harmo“That 18 wonderful,” said th: graud- | to tell yonso, Now, fellers, you all stand ly~ The
p’ anybody
i
'
TH
d4uT
}
ceased, the inspired tongsters without but thetselves.—The Carrier heDove,
mith what one looks for In the hot duys of
A
e
©
:
3 §]
x

Ey

Mary Clemmer Ames.
New Yorg: turd «
Houghton. 1873. 16mo. pp. 258.
Sold by E.
J. Lane & Co.
Mrs. Ames always writes with both vigor and
grace.
Her thought runs spontaneously into artisiic forms.
‘Whatever may be her subject, she

* Camping
Out.”
Edited by C. A. Stephens.
Illustrated, Boston: James R. Osgood & Co.

news down to her last week.
Am | right?
I am so anxious to speak the Enghsh well.”

think.

Somethin’ about sperits.”

He

aims not to excite and astonish, Lut to infor
m
and profit. He does not obtrude himself, but
is
{ bent on unfolding his subject. Here and,there
he avows opinions which will not be everywhere

LYNX-HUNTING : From

!

‘Is her son to be married soon P»

;

ministers to a prarient taste
or imagination, Everything is considerat
e, high
toned, and aims to be practically useful
. The au--

have said,

“Broken into.”

Accordingly, the ten ghosts ranged themselves in a row, and gave a loud groan. A
night-capped +head was thrust out of the |
window, and a voice exclaimed in tones of |
great astonishment:
““ What on airth be you a-doin’ on 1”
No auswer. One of the boys whispered
softly, ‘ Let’s chant ; perhaps *twill frighten
him.

us

briefly,i
tersely, fim
clearly, foreib
wo
There
FLly. Rl
l is nothoth
ing that in any way

there ?”
“Break up housekeeping, she
said.”

+ “Certainly;

window,

The ringe of specific topics treat~
one, and the treatment : is alike in-

ed is a wide

by no means indifferent
reception.

“No;

“Let's all go under the
stand in a row,-and groan.”

as applicabledito

a large portion of what

continued he. “She says she intends to
break down housekeeping.
Am T right

“No; che is afraid it will
broken—how do I say that?”

:
exclaimed

though

before, in the columus-of the newspapers.
The
“Oh! yes, I remember,
Break up house- topics. are varied; thefréamoent accorded to them
keeping.”
is equallso.
y
Not one of the papers “is dull
reading ; not one of them but will afford real en“Why does she 'do that? T asked.
joyment to such as appreciate pleasant word“Because her health is so broken into.”
painting; and, though there is not mueh here
“Broken down, you should say.”
that taxes the braiu,there are now and then par“Broken down; oh! yes.
And
indeed agraphs that will set the pulses leapingAvith
fresh
since the small pox has broken up in your vigor, or send the thought
cut on siznificant
city —"
: lines, or almost compel a clapping of the hands
in gladness or intense appreciation, or blur the
“Broken out.”
‘She thinks she will leave it for a few eyes with a moisture that one need not be ashamed of showing.
It isa very pleasant book for
weeks.”
these hot days, and no tourist’s satchel need
“Indeed! And will she close her house
t grudge the room which it occupies.

high, one of

Pete,

sketch,

which sets forth the changing meanings of
the word break, with different prepositions :
“I begin to understand your language
better,” said my French friend, Mr. Arcourt, to me; ‘‘but your verbs trouble me
still, you mix them so with your preposi-

appearance, and planned

midnight raids on their teachers, and various other charmingly impossible things.
"At a quarter before ten they set out for
Joe Slocum’s residence, which was three-

quarters of a mile from

By a Medica)

theirin
Iich they Slept
toadsju i.view.
deals,of nud

the | tions of good liealth, espec
)
ially
women,

until some more favorable time, as

n't scare him any.”

let

Physical, Mor-.

P.

,
diet, sleep, social life, fashion, occupation
which the whole company
s, edu~
of avenging
spirits took flight for the silent tomb, but cation, spheres, marriage, &c., &c. For the
paused at the first corner; evidently com- most part, there is a deal of sefentifie teaching
afforded in a popular form, extremes
in stateing to the wise conclusion that, as the vil- ment are
generally avoid
lage cemetery was three-quarters of a mile embodied’ in the langu ed, and philosophy is
age
of plain common
from there, they had better defer their visit sense. The author is evidently more
intent on

exasperated Tom still more. He paused
for something to vent his wrath upon most
expressively, and Will Hayward came to
‘‘ perhaps he can belp us. I say, Pete, how
many times do spirits rap ?”
:

sitting upright, in his’eagerness; * let's go
scare Joe Slocumgg”
‘ All right, How shall we do it?”

grand scheme.
On Saturday

again, and

Sut Tom's fierce attitude was such a fun- | rain were
already beginning to fall.
| ny contrast to his ridiculous rig, that Pete,
*“ What'll we do, now 2”
|
instead of promising, only snickered. This
** Go home, of course. I told you 'twould-

now brought
oat for examination, and she | them, and you would be swe to mar their | which,
pinned together, with-places for tho
"
i
“If podwe preserve RY these shells, we beanty
.
Sabi!

*deientifically.

Promise!”

to-mght,”

So the boys began discussing

promise not

to tell a'living soul what you saw us doing ?

MAKBLE

John

;
in(ense enthusiasm the experiences which beI am afraid that on Sapday there was not
So they struck up a doleful chant, to va“A broker, and a very fine fo.low. Good louged to their earlier years, when
so strict tention paid to the sermon as | ious time and tunes, informing
@ivilization
him that | day.”
wasbatiling for supremacy over the wildness of
there should have been; the boys being so they were—
“So much,” thought I, * for the verb ‘to nature, This fourth volume in the series is not
Mrs, Cramer removed the gauze from the impatient for
Monday to come, that some of
less interesting than its predecessors ;=—we could
‘“ Avenging spirits (rom the silent tomb,
break.’
’
top of the jar. This prison. is too small them went to bed
hardly say a better thing of it than that,
at’ eight o'clock oh SunWho bad come to read his doom,”
for them now,” she said.
day night.
or words to that effect,
A Legson of Gratitude.
INGO.
The first novel of a series, entitled, Our
One after the other they crept out of the
As soon ag school was out, Monday afterForefathers.
By Gustav Freytag, author of
The head disappeared; a voice was
jar, and, spreading their wings, flew to the noon, the boys, true to their appointment
**
Debit
and Credit,” eto, = ‘Translated from the
A
,
gentle
man
was
once
making
heard,
sayiug,
inquiri
‘*
Sarah
es
Ann! Sarah Ann!
window which was closed, What beautiful assembled in “Wills barn,
in, Russia about the metnod of culching'
bringing their
& Wit,ms, 155, . wasn.
pp. 82
oNew y-E.
York: J. Holt
Lane
creatures they were! ' Their wings, meas- apparel with them. Sam Wiggins appeared, Can't yoa wake up? If you women don't bears in that country, He was told
& Oo.
\
that
aring three and a half inches from tip to looking very elegantin his ‘sister Emma's beat all I”
to entrap them, a pit was dug several feet A PAIR OF BLUR EYE. | A Novel, By Thomas
“Can't you let me alone! What's the deep, and afer covering it over with tut,
Hardy, wuthor ok.
tip, were of rich orange-brown ‘color, with
Uuder the Greenwpod
white marseilles dress, which he had bor- matter P”
5
ete. Same Publishers, ete, 1973. 16mo.
leaves, &o., some food ‘was placed on the
border and. veins of black, aud dots of
Dp.
8
9
0
.
rowed (?) for the occasion, with basque and
“Sarah Aun!
Wake up! There's a pop, The bear, if tempted by ihe bait,
vo more volumes belonging to the * Leisureid
white,"
overskirt, and immediately became the envy whole lot ’er boys out here,
easily fell into the snare,
Hour Series,” which
multiplying at a rate
hollerin’ like
Mary wanted to take onein her hand, but of ‘all the boys. Bill Smith, being unable
‘ But,” he added, “if four or five hap- that shows at once the are
enterpriseof
the
publishfury. They're singin’ away like

was | wings ave very trail,

said:

Ange

ing, and"—
;
“No, I won't,” interposed Pete.

i
Pumpkinheads
i Ww

times, in a box,coveiedby | the mother said, “Ob no, iy dear; the | to procure anythi
found at.different
ng else, had fallen back
a wire screen
in the cellar, The

m

go and tell every one what you saw us do-

oil

sex a ye
bid

tation went on under the window,
after

Pete, brist-

‘* If we let you go, will you

this

a moment in silence, and then summed up
his astonishment and compassion in the
brief but expressive sentence, ** Wall, if you
ain’t pumpkinheads I"
~ He shut the windows, and lefu them to

their own reflections,

cried

York:

is said
As they finished, Joo looked at them for may he just as appropristel
y studied and prac
ticed byt men.

was

ling up. ‘* What's I done ?”
;
“If we letyou go,” said Tom, ** you'll

“Learn to appreciate and enjoy what you

ELEANOR

Sothe voices: straok up
chant went on to the end.-

:
“You jest le’ me go!”

here

whispered some one.

him through ¢he window, before the astonished child knew what was happening.
“Dll teach you,"— began Tom, furiously.

round

a ae, i thle

3
1873, oetavo, pp. 491,
Jewel Go.
We do not greatly faney the title of this
book;
We are however much more favorably
impressed
with its contents, which «constitute
the main

boys looked at each other in despair.
** Sing again,

Tom made a spring for him, and dragged

do see. “That is the secret of happiness,
and of success in the pursuit of knowledge.”
Ten

to?”

be, a-comin’

New

thick clouds, and the sky looked dark. The | makes no attempt at)ways” (of. wamen, sinco jt
setting forth the special

she | in the most exciting part, the boys

“I say, boys,” said Will Hayward, snap-

not know whether

“Mollusks,

:
when, just

“Hi! What's’ you fellers up
his salutation.
>

you

Man.

time of night. It's goin’ to rain} too, and:
you'd better go right home.”
thing. We bardly know why.
the volume should,
Sure enough, the moon was hidde
by | be designated the *

they

were really beautiful and interestin z.
2
“We have a cabinet and a collection,”

‘but watch him now, and you will see he
will soon straighten himself out.” Snap,
snap, went the
chrysalides! “There,”

has

but

the barn and began the work of scooping
out the ten pumpkins which’ they ‘had col-

quired Ralph; <“f do not not think I ever
heard of him.”
“He has made a collection of twenty
thousand species of mollusks.
A few years
ago it was the largest in the world. I do
Agassiz

creatures,”

foolish

let him

tion.

« Agreed, so we can.”
So they began the rehearsal,

TE a

_ The head appeared once more at the win:

dow.
Now, boys," began Joe, ina tone
of mild persuasion, * don’t you see how

rap; and then ran,” was some one’s sugges-

to

ly colored like many sea-shells which ure
brought from tropical regions, but they

Mary went to look at the little caskets

BUTTERFLIES,

the mysteries of nature.”
“And what has he done,

of

shells, the first

them messages for us, if we will
to them.”

A

has a beginning.

**They are duinty

flower

“They seem to be hungry,

BY

said Ralph, *‘and 1 mean to make
“Make the collection grow,”
mother, ‘and who can tell but
you may have twenty thousand
Mollusca, instead of twelve?
I

Amusements in the Country.

AND

differ- | said.

than twelve kinds, all belonging to the
family Helicidse,
Theywere not btilliant-

THU it reaches otherlands,

SNAILS

orders. | flower.

fluttered from

reach.”
+ Somebody hoist a feller up, and

been long in doubt, but had at last decided
in -the same way,” replied
the
mother,
Sam Wiggins had been. in
laughing. “Where do you think they carry on pumpkins.
favor of scooping out the inside, ard illa==
their teeth?”
:
minating them,—the pumpkins, not
the
“In their jaws, where other creatures
boys,—an
d
carrying
them
in
do.”
their
hands;
:
“Oh no, my dear; they carry their teeth but they bad concluded that this wouldn't
on their tongues.”
: frighten him any; so they had decided to
A hearty laugh greeted this information. wear them on their heads instead; which,
the evenings being moonlight, would pro‘But how can they bite ?” asked Ralph.
“On the upper lip there is a saw-like duce a beautiful effect. The afternoon was
plate, and the tongue is covered with rows Thursday, and on Saturday the boys had
arranged to meet in the barn, to manufacof minute teeth, the sharp, shining points
ture
their masks,
:
turned backward. - What is wanting in size
Now, Joe Slocom was a big, awkward,
is made up in numbers, for some species
have as many as twelve thousand of those good-natured young farmer, who had fallen’
violently in love with a blooming damsel of
little teeth.”
3
“0 mamma I” exclaimed Mary; “I won- 26, Sarah ‘Abn Smith by name, and had
'| der God should take such pains with little woced and won her.
The happy couple had moved to an old
things.”
farm-house about half a mile from the vil*‘All the works of God are perfect, very
lage, and had there lived in peace and fedifferent from our poor, clumsy work.”
licity until the eventful Monday night,
They proceeded to examing and arrange
the shells, and found that they had no less chosen by the boys for carrying out their

By the work-bench shall ye hear them

THE

are

**Aud here,” said Ralph, “is Helix a
labris, the white lipped *shell.* The fellow
that lived in it carried his eyes on the top of
his horns, and drew them in when he was
frightened.”
:
“These land snails all carry their eyes

‘Where the hammers ply the quickest,
And the anvil’s notes resound,
‘Where the sparks are flying thickest,

CHAPTER

them ‘as they

Literary Review,

pated.

** No, I don’t believe spirits howl; we
might rap, only the window’s too high to

| skill.”
:
a
| When they had examined the butterflies
| as long as they wished, Mrs. Cramer raised
| the window, and they darted out into the
sunlight and the open air. They watched

Ralph, vou.must label it.”

“Helix

‘Labor’s songs are sung and told.

In the mill so worn and old,—

organs

coiled shell;
name.”

Where the lurid flame is flowing,

Hark! the songs of labor gushing,
As go round the graius of gold.

four

acquaintance.”

of Labor.

V.

into

coiled wire she removed the bodies from
the shells.
When this work was finished,
she went to her room and brought back a
paper box, lined with a soft, white bat of
cotton.
“This,” said she, “is our cabinet.
Now,

{
are the little shining
|

‘Where the fire bright is glowing,
By the furnace and the mould,

MRS,

Lord

| opoda ; order,—Pulmonifera ;—Family—He- | The boys of Glefiville school, or a good
share of them, were assembled in Will Ray| licidee.”
night, afterschool.
“Very well, my dear; and we will write moud’s barn, one
“Whaat
would
you
do?”
jnquired some one.
, | the specific names on slips of paper, and
“Oh, I don’t know ;*Ld like .to scare
| lay them in the box under each kind. Here

From the wayside and the glen,
From the street and from the alley,
Come ghehongs of workingmen.

BY

dear

|

——
From the mountain and the Milley,

Bounding—and

the

“Yes, mamma, I will write Mollusca in
I teel just like cutting
large letters on the top; that is the division |
to which our shells belong;
a; class,—Gaster- { observed Tom Ryder.

But from them came a brightness,
Straight from the home above,
Where the school life will be ended,
Anethe cross will show the Love.

The

think

tl
@ O—

And then I learnt my lesson,
Taught by the Master alone,
He only knows thé tears I shed,
\For he has wept His own.

&

children.” "**I

means having lungs. This order is divid- | ¢ ifal as these?” inquired Ralph.
ed into many families. The first family,
“These are among the plainest and humthe Helicidee, have coiled shells. Now blest of the butterfly tribe. Mr. Bates found
look at our shells, and tell me if they an- twelve hundred species in Brazil “alone.
swer this description.”
Some of them are seven or eight inches in
“Yes, mamma,” said Ralph, ‘they are ali expanse, and so gorgeously colored thut
coiled, but they are not alike.”
they resemble the richest metuls and gems.
“Very true; there are a great
many They do not come, as here, singly or in
species in this family of coiled shells, If pairs,but in flocks which look like fluttering
we preserve these shells, we must take the rainbow tinted clouds, that rival the beds
animals out of them.”
of flowers over which they hang.”
She placed the snails ‘in a basin and pour“How I wish I could see them,” said
ed hoiling water over them.” Then with a Mary.

2

That it darkened the light of day.

to that

[the

heard a
laugh. Turning quickly, they saw through
ently placed.
All land snails belong to the | will eat nothing less delicate than honey.” |
the window, little. Pete. Simmons, leaning
second order, called Pulmonifera,,
which
*“Are there any other butterflies as beau- on the siil, enjoying the fun immensely. :

_ So hard and heavy to carry,

I stooped

is divided

because their breathing

For weary hearts like mine,

So

grow

Remember, these shells are univalves,—that
is, they are, as you see, in one ‘piece, and
the animals crawl flat on their’ stomachs,
and these two points decide that they belong to the class Gasteropoda.”
=:

rr

Sy

feet

A

probably findind"the tune didn’t « go of it
self," quite so easliy as Tom had antici

out of their stomachs,
The larger part of | must delight in beauty, for ‘he adorns the
the beautiful sea-shells belong to this class. | very humblest of his works with matchless

School Life.

And seeing

stomach-footed ;—their

¥
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a

hiscellann.

_ A Plea for Pedestrians.

see how shamefaced he was when he came
home, and the story of the loss of the'um-.

When I sce the discomforts that ablebodigd _American men will put up with.
rather than

go a mile

or half mile on

brella was told. He bore all reproaches
meekly, but hung Lis head and let his tail

foot,

droop.
A week or ten days afterward,
however, he was ordered to seek for and
bring the umbrella, which mission’ he faith-

the abuses they will tolerate and encourage,
crowding the street car on a little fall in
the tesdperature or the appearance of. an

fully

inch or two of snow, packing up to over-

vy

flowing, dangling to the straps, treading
on each other's toes, breathing each other's

Jighied than to carry an

opin bro fale es

ink the commonest
has good reason to

felicitate himself, 88

is rare Rrivilege of

the carriage way,

ignores the rights of the pedestrian

that

it" the

for him

ut in the ditch or up the bank, is in «fair
way to fur more serious Qegeneracy.

and

sad-

dle, nd the poor beast, the body, breaks
down the first mile.
Indeed, the heaviest

horse

and

breaking it, laid

rider

way.

tively sad, or taciturn, dr misanthropical, as

we are vacant of that sportiveness and surplusage of animal spirits that characterized
that

springs

from

full

and harmonious life=—a sound heart in accord with a sound body. A man must invest himself near at hand and in common
things and be content with a steady and
moderate

return,

if he

would

know

the

it down on the stone floor

put in them everything they mean to carry
to a distance, whether dry, or liquid, and

the

tles in woolen sacks,

very tively make use of boxes or pots, unless to keep such things as are liable to be
broken. They énclose these leathern bot-

astonishing, the exciting, the far away,

and do not know the highways of the gods
when we see them — always.a sign of the
decay of the faith and simplicity of man.
If I were to say to my neighbor, ‘Come,
let us go walk amid the heavenly bodies,”
he would prick up his ears and come. forthon

If we are not sad, we are

the

new

when we accamulate

finer

force

rious.

from our British

cousins

water, who have plenty
hilarity, sperding most
watering places in the
picnicking,
boating,
walking, apparently

across

the

suu-

One of the dogs
watched with the

whose ways we have
greatest. interest was a
His name was Calder,
_fine Newfoundland.
from the name of a neighboring stream.
He was a noble animal, very large, very
entle and playful, with an expressive face,
of

rich, curling hair, and a bushy tail, that
sometimes, when it was whisked incautiously, brushed things off the table. He
was
a very

intelligent ,dog,

and

evidentl

understood many things that were said % %
him. We are very
sure that he ‘knew the
names of many things, for he went to seek
them when he was

thing

named.

told,

He

and

brought

the

seemed to feel much

pride in carrying anything with which he
was intrusted, and nothing gratified him
more than to be permitted to carry in his
mouth his master's snuff box;

it was presented

back

from

making
barks.

it with

to

him

although,

open,

if

he drew

sigus of. great

dislike,

grimaces,
and uttering little short
hen his master happened to

leave home without his snuff box, he some-

times sent Calder back forit, and, as

the

omission had probably already been discovered, the purpose ofthe dog's return

was speedily understood, and the snuff-box

intrustedto him, with which

he

made

all

it safely.

He was sometimes

permitted

to

carry

walking-stick

haste to his master, never failing to carry
a

or

an

umbrella,

which evidently afforded him great delight.
To carry an umbrella, espeeially, was an

honor which he seemed to appreciate as
highly as any mace-bearer co er of the

Black or

White Rod

© duty of his office.

can

To grati

appreciate the

rticular, as it was found

im in this
that a good um-

rella was not improved by being carried in
‘his mouth, an old otie was given him for
his own especial benefit.

On one occasion,

he made the mistake of taking the umbrella

with him when he went for a swim in the
lake, along the side of which the road led.

He happened to let it go

- the water, and it sunk

to

whilst he was in
the

*‘* bamboo

the gravel, three or four yards

plant to

he tooka basket and

oer
prepared

placed

it over’

Gan

place, covering it with a thin

blanket.
thread of clothing, except
loins. The time seemed

* J. 8.
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss

TY

IBERAL

PRICES

PAID

¥O®

GOOD

down, he stretchea his

naked

arms

Brevity is specially important.

under

CALENDAR}

—

Ye
Sika
rimary
Studies,
Common English,
Higher English
Latin and
reel,

ASBES-

T08 and AMIANTHUS, otherwise known as
Rock-Woord, Rock-Cork, Mountain Leather, Fossil
paper, Fossil Flax and Earth Flax.
a y
88 by mail, giving specimens an
ce
per

the basket, singing and smiling as he did
$0; he then lifted the basket off the ground,
and, behold, a green plant, about a foot high !
Satisfied with our applausy, he went on
with his incantations, After having sat a
little, to give his plant time to grow, he
again lifted the basket, and the plant was
two feet high.

He asked

REV. WM. A. JACKSON
the 19th inst.

us to wait a little

French (extra),

in

a piece;

else the bottles break, and

in Work.

bottom, and

ery is caused by idle people, who both fail
in doing what is appointed for them to do,
and set in motion various springs of mischief in matters in which they should have
no concern, so, on theiother hand, no small
misery is. caused by overworked and un-

tives and

'

are

they keep up all day long. But every day
this entire group of birds assembles in si.

we humbly submit to God’s

lence, and if it isn’t a prayer meeting, I don’t

Jer our
ly.

know what it is, There is no forewarnin
that we can detect. While they are all
chattering, singing, playing here, there and
everywhere, suddenly
one of them—sometimes one and sometimes another—utters a

peculiar call, totally distinct from his ordinary note. Whatever bird it is, the cail is
much the same, and instantly every bird
stops his play and his noise. They gather
their necks

of wiag,
minutes,
daily ccapproach

the aviary without flightening some of the
birds and producing

a sharp

but while this exercise

coramotion;

is going

on, noth-

ing disturbs them. They are birds of every
land and climate, as you see; but this is
their custom, and no one fails to

attend, or

behaves ill in meeting. You may think it
something like mesmerism, for the leader
keeps up his curious call-note throughout
the service.

The instant it is

ended,

they

break up with a shout of delight, and rush
around singing and having a jolly time of it,
as if thoroughly refreshed.”

Creole Characteristics.
’e

1

spected by all.

of

itself,

- Were it ffot so,

I'belfeve the fact of their being

character

in the Creole. In the city of his heurt—
New Orleans—hé may go to the theater and

in itself a violation

sign
way
be
are

of divine

of some kind of folly or
of life, Now, in order that
happy in their work, these
needed: They must be fit

natural sequence of night to day.

and a

must not do too much of it; and they must
have a sense of success in it—not a doubtfu) sense, such as needs some testimony of

other people for its confirmation, but a sure
sense, or rather knowledge, that so much
work

has

been

done

well,

and

Yatully

done, whatever the world may say or thin
about it. So thal, in order that a man may
be happy, it is necessary that he should not
only be capable of his work, but a.good
judge of his work.— Ruskin.

Lost
tions

making

have

been

entirely

was once a thriving

and

civilization

his own people alone awakens his interest.
Patriotism for the United

States, as a rule,

many

occupa-

lost.

Bellows

trade.

Every

house had a pair of bellows, and in every
well-farnished mansion there was a pair

affectation, and he wisely

refrains.

He

is

habitually polite, and in this he is strikingly superior to his American neighbors. To
employ a Burs after the fashion of the Creole, a

rough

manner

is like

raspy, crude

wine, which passes the palate under protest
and grates the throat; a polished manner

hung by the side of every fireplace. “Now
the business as a separate trade has quite is like fine wine, which is welcomed, chapdied out. The same is trueof flint-cutting. eau bas,by the sentinel of¢he stomach, and
Flints were once necessary, not only for glips down the larynx as smoothly as a velfire-arms, but for tinder, und a tinder-box
vei, ribbon, conferring happiness in its paswas necessary for every house. Brimatpne sage and leaving behind it a lingering taste
matches were for sale at” a cent the half of fragrance.
J
dozen bunches. Both have as completely
vanished from England and New England
as have the Druids and the Indians. The pinFans.
makers also are gone, who though they
have been in their graves this quarter of a
Fans are so increased in size that they
century, still figure division of labor. Nail
making at the forge is another lost industry. have become legitimate targets for the caricaturist's pencil. They are shown in the
Time was, and that in this 19th “century,
when every nail was

made

on

the

anvil

Now, from 100 to 1,000 nails per minute
are made by machines, and pins at the rate
of 800 per minute by machines, of which a

single child attends to half a dozen.

In the

days of Presidents Madison and Monroe, and

even later, straw bonnet making was practiced in every middle-class house where
there were growing families, and straw

plaiting formed the staple of domestic leis-

ure work.
never roa

The work has vanished,
and will
r, unlessthe whirligig of fash-

ion shoul i glide again
ira k.

into the lorsaken
/

1

shops a yard in length from tip to tip, but

those of half this size are found most salable. The fan for full dress is the Trianon,
of silk or satin, with a bunch of flowers
painted in one corner, and a long branch of
spray trailing across to the opposite corner.
It is mounted on fine lacquered wood sticks
of the same color,or else on pearl or yellow
The plain fan may . be bought
ivory.

and the

decorations painted

according to

fancy. Lady artists charge four dollars or
five dollars for painting in oil a rose cluster,
monograms, butterflies, or imps. A French
gray silk fan is prettily decorated With scarMM
Fi

as

1.50

address

I.

W,

the

SANBORN,

Principal

Secretary

:

at
bia
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LATIN

SCHOOL.

begins August 13, 1873.

AUSTIN ACADEMY,’
my
CENTER STRAFFORD, N. H,
The Fall Term of ten weeks will commence Tuesday Aug. 19, 1873, under the instructions of MR.

of parties claiming to

Troy Church

Bells, whose

OTIS T. MAXFIELD

Tuition $3.50 to $5.00.

$2.50.
look

Incomplete and

the season.

be had

for those

wishing

to board

GEORGE C. PEAVEY, President.
WARREN FOSS, Secr:
2
Center Strafford, N. H., July 17, 1573.
3w3l

inferior

out for

them.

Send for cir-

Pocket Companion

worth

$10.00 mailed

free. SyBRARD
hf

$2.50 to $3.50.

Rooms can
themselves.

Sale increasing.
WANTED for our

culars and see proef of the greatest

and a member of the senior

class of Bates College.

LIVINGSTONE 28 yrs. in AFRICA
works are offered,

LAPHAM

success of

The FALL
Wednesday,

BROS., Pub’s, Phila. and Boston.

INSTITUTE.

TERM, of 14 weeks, will commencs

on

Aug. 20, 1873.

Complete courses of study for both sexes.
.
+ Ha
KER, Prin.

North

Scituate, R. I., July 10, 1873.

NORTHWOOD. SEMINARY.
The FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commence
.on WEDNESDAY, Dee. 4, 1872..
.
WILLIAM H. COTTON, A. B., Principal.
The tuition will be as follows:
Primary Branches, -

Common English,

Higher English,
Classical,
~~ .

TIIE

Board and Rooms

DOVER

a

si
.-

-

Cw

-

$400

nee

beitaiie
=;
=»

=~

can

rates.

Cement STONE Pipe;

SN

-

5 50
600

-

be obtained at reasonable

d

For further particulars address the Principal, or

THO MV4S TUTTLE, M. D., President,

Northwood, N. H., Aug. 12, 1872.

Manufactured of Hydraulic Cement, for

AGRICULTURAL

Drains, Sewers, Culverts, &c.
THE

BEST

ARTICLE

YET

INTRODUCED,

they are better and cheaper than wood

or

| AGRICULTURAL,

brick,

/
SCIENTIFIC and
fxs
:
CLASSICAL.
Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectarian,but
thoroughly Christian.
*

as

they will not decay, but coatinually
grow harder
and smoother. They have a joint which gives no
trouble in transportation or laying, and the Cement

Location can

Pipe can be cut at any time. and braneh in two.

Mr. SHEA has had ten years experience
fauturing Cement Drain Pipes.

DENNIS
All

in

orders

SHEA

at Factory

on

&

to.

Street

Mail

prompily attended

Also

at No. 68 Daniel St., Portsmouth,

or

Box 597, Dover, N.

A

not

be

surpassed

in

healthfalness,

beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
Expenses only $175 for College ear of 40 weeks
including Tuition, Boarding,
Was)
, Rent, Fuel
and use of heavier Furniture,
For Catalogue or further intormation, address the
President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the Precepiress,
Miss JANE W. HoyT, A. M., Agricultural
College
P. 0., Center Co., Pa.
The Spring Session of the above institution, loc
near Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under
pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hundred students are upon the roll, and others have signified their intention to enter. Professors Collier
and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all for-

in manu-

CO.

Cocheco

COLLEGE

OF PENNSYLVANIA.

For House Draing, Towa and City Sewers, &c.,
Railroad Culverts,
Well Curbing, and Chimneys,

H.

N. H.

Doment Lined Water Pipe made to order and warranted.

merly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this insti-

tution, and are much encouraged
ready achieved.

by the results al-

-

1y48 .

ten weeks each.

J

CALENDAR:
Fall Term begine Monday, August 25, 1873.
Fall Term closes Friday, October 31, 1873.

_ Graham,
rman, N.
Sister Gra-

RIDGEVILLE
The

Feb. 2, 1874,

Monday, April 27, 1871.
Thursday,
July 2, 1874.
apply to the Principal, or
C, LEWIS, Sec. Trustees.

Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,
Use of Instrument for practice,

Full

course

of

$7.00
4.00

3.00
2.90
.

$10.00
1.00

1.50

“
Ladies,
1.00
5
Penmanship,
fifteen lessons
1
Rooms for self-boarding may be had at reasonable

rates. Students may enter school at any time of the
term, paying from such time to the close of the term

ME.

Furnishes College, Preparatory,

ical and Ladies?

to

Vocal Music for Gentlemen,

ENSTITUTE.

PITTSFIELD,

close

EXTRA CHARGES.

New Hampton, N, H., July 22, 1874.
CENTRAL

3, and

Board, per week, in private families,
#
ge:
8
clubs,

Spring Term closes Friday, April 10, 1874.
Vacation two weeks.

MAINE

¢

Tuition and incidentals, in' advance,
Room rent, per term, from
$2.00

begins Monday

Summer Term begins
Summer Term closes
For further particulars,
E.

COLLEGE.

will open June

EXPENSES.

Winter Term “loses Friday, Jan. 23, 1874.
Vacation one week.
Spring Term

SUMMER TErM

Aug. 22, 1873,

Vacation two weeks.
Winter Term begins Monday, Nov. 17, 1873.

at the regular rates.
Normal,

For Catalogue apply to
ds
WM. REED, Sec. & Treas.

Academ-

study.

Terms,

10

Ridgeville, Ind.,

weeks,

May.9, 1873.

Fall term commences Ang. 21, 1873.
Winter term commences Nov. 6, 1873.
Spring term commences Feb. 5, 1874.

WILTON

Summer term commences April 25, 1874.
KINGSBURY BATCHELDER, A. B,, Principal.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Associate Principal.
Miss R. ANNIE DRAKE, Teacher of German and

|.

Mathematics.
Miss CLARA A. FORBES,

‘are

is a dead lan uage which he does not speak.
To assume that he does would only be an

Arts.

During the -past century

prosperity:

words that fall still-born on his indifferent
ear. That part of Louisiana inhabited hy

1.50

L.G.JORDAN, A.M., Principal, with three Assist

5265

over 600 pages, only

3, 1794, married May 14, 1817, in two or three
years after moved ‘to Monroe Co., N. Y., where
she and her companion united with the Free
Baptists in Sweden.
Some Jorty-{hres years ago
they moved to this county, when they united
with the Free Baptist church in Harmony, and
remained members until the church lost its visibility.
Although sister G. had been confined
at home and déprived of church privileges, yet
the Bible was her daily study and delight.
She
is now gathered as a shock of corn, fit and meet
for her Master’s use. Her Christian influence
will ever remain with her numerous family of
children and grand-children, who now mourn
the death of this good mother in Israel.
:
B. MARTIN,

A Creole

proverb puts it that at last he dries up and
blows away. He is hospitable according to
his means, which are usually limited, compared to those of the American. He is not
cosmopolitan, taking little interest in anything outside of his local affajgs ; but whenever his mind moves out of the home groove,
it travels Franceward to the cradle of his
race. It is against his nature to feel that
interest in our national institutions and
rogress common to American citizens.
ational

Beware

30¢h Thousand in Press.
2000 more LIVE AGENTS

ham was born in Nofth Hampton, Mass., April

Thus his death follows with the

880

=

ant
;
; Th special work of this school is to fit students for

Board

died ‘ii TLa-

SARAH ALVORD, widow of Aret
died at the. residence of her son, in
Y., July 9, 1873, in her 80th yeur.

or

TERM

All Bells war-

public.

Com.

in

FALL

ten-

wife of J. O. Gerry, died

Center,

NICHOLS
The

Mudison, July
12, aged 25 years.
She was
worthy of the great love felt for her by a large
circle of friends, and of the deep and sincere sorrow occasioned by her early death.
A beautiful
Academies, &c.
persun, combine
with the sweet graces of a gen- |,
tle and affectionate nature, inspired a warm affection for her, and made her an object of interNEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.
est to those who came into the sphere of her
A. B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal, with eight
influence. A kind husband, tender childhood,
feeble infancy and doting parents, und an en- associates,
Four terms of
Six regular courses for both sexes.
deared circle of friends mourn her quiet depart-

little incidental sickness, past the line of

law,

sin in their
people may
three things
forit; they

the best in use.

CAUTION,

conia, May 29, aged T9 years.
For more than
half a century, sister Avery was a follower of the
meek and lowly Jesus. Twenty years of her life
were spent with the ¥. B. church in Laconia.
Ever a constant attendant upon the stated meetings of the church, ready to every good word
and work, she was (to express all that may be
said in a few words) a Christian, faithful in life,
triumphant in death.
CoM.

FANNIE BURKE,

-

yndon Center. Vt, 1878.

Foundry is »0T, and NEVER has been located in
TrRoY, N.Y, said claims are intended to deceive the

in the prime of

COMFORT, wife of Daniel Avery,

ly reproved by his peighbors ; but, as a rule,
he may be depended on for the fulfillment
of mundane obligations. He lives long.

fourscore.

has fallen

whe deeply mourn their loss.

dance on Sundays, for which he is continual-

unhappy is

,

manufacture Genuine

manhood, making a loss to the church and society, saddening the hearts of many, but most of
all the hearts of a wife and six young children,

happy people, in the dark views which they. (Fair food and wine, easy digestion, and a
necessarily take up themseives and force pleasant life, generally carry him, with but
upon others, of work

He

further |pariicn]acy

on

davis,

Boston, Mass.; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Chicago, Ill, or
St. Louis, Mo.
13620

deepest sympathies to his bereaved famk
* R.

ure to the evergreen shore.

8

There is a general integrity

Lo

did

holy will, and

-

-

10.00
2.00

corrupt the morals of the young ini our citiés.

pay Agents trom $75 to $250 per month, and expenses, or a commission from which twice that

Moun

JOHN A. Davis died in Laconia, June 7, aged
85 years. Brother D. was a worthy and exemplary member of the F.B. church in Laconia,
an earnest, faithful Christian, beloved and re-

so as almost to sink their heads into their

feathers, and make no motion
head or foot for a space of thirty
and often longer, Itis almost a
currence. Ordinarily, you can not

and

Full

ranted satisfactory. Large Illustrated Catalogues
sent free on application to JONIES & CO.,
TROY, N. Y.

will ever

time,

-

.
.

3.00

=

Fa

4
LOCATION:
The new, commodious building, ample in its arrangements, recently erected for the use of the
School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village
of Lyndon Center, and i8 in the midst of the uni.
versally admired hill scenery of Vermont. The Lyndonville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is but
ten minutes walk trom th
stitution. It is thus
easily accessible from all
of the country, and
at the same time removed
from
the activities and
temptations which tend to divert the attention and

what he could in preaching the gospel. He was
a good man.
Best of all is the blameless record
he has left of a long life of duty fulfilled. While
deeply deploring his removal, through the mysterious providence which has permitted the loss,

and you hear what a wild concert of delight

in rows ou the perches, shorten

Q,M. for a

.

-

15 Lessons,

-

.

wil

Ba-Clergymen’s children and students relying on
their own exertions for an education, received at reduced tuition.
!
Board from $§.00 to $3.50 in families; in clubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding,

TROY BELLS.

be sacred. His mind was both solid
#ad brilliant, quick in its perceptions and of large grasp,
fitting him to he a successful teacher of youth,
and a valuable member of society. During his
illness he conversed freely on the bright prosects of the future, and spoke with assurance of
iis hope, and
prayed when: his bleeding lungs
would allow.
He fell asleep as infants do. Loving adieus to the tearful group that hung around
his dying couch closed a probation over which
the light of hope and faith rested.
#

of the Sandwich

only $15.

.

-

.
5.00
» hy ++
7.50
8,00

.

w
Pm
-

.

.

-

-

od

ge, and it is open for both sexes. The school
being composed of only one department, a thoroughness m doing their work is secured from both teach| ers and
upils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
students
are
faithtully drilled in Latin and Greek
Old Established Troy Bell Foundry
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra and
Geometry.
Special attentien is given to reading,
Continue to manufacture those BELLS (which have
declamafion, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
made TROY celebrated throughout the world, and
scanning, &c. The location of the school 80 near
which have been made at this establishment during
the College and Theological School, affords advanthe past twenty years) and are now making more
bells, annually, than any other foun
in the countages of association with students of a hi
and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
try, for Churches, Academies, Plantations, &c.,
are invaluable.
- A.M. JONES, Sec.
made of genuime Sell Metal (Copper and To) Ro-

JOSHUA NICKERSON died in Tamworth, June

birds of every

Price

.

Vocal Music,18 Lessons,

licensed and warranted for five years. We will
pay $1,000 for any machine that will sew a stronger, more beautiful, or more elastic sehm than
ours. It makes the *‘ Elastic Lock Stit¢h.” Every second stitch can be cut,.and still the cloth
can not be pulled apart without tearing it. We

<<

30, aged 80 years. We grieve to record a loss to
the ehurch in this venerable member of her communion,
Early identifying himself with its interests, he continued an active, working member
almost to the last, having filled the office of ruling elder for many years.
He was a licentiate

country under the whole heavens, and with
voices as various as the languages of men,

manner.

-

Instruction on Guitar,
Penmanship,

BOamount can be made. Address SECOMB & Co.,

walk, her love for the Star

friends, to whom his memory

most superior

TULTION
.
.
-

Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),

tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider ina

@

CoviL, son of Mark P. and Dorcas Blaisdell,
died in East Madison, July 9, aged 24 years. Remarkable for many endearing traits of character, sweetened with the virtues of an upright life,
which made him the object of love and affection
" and cherished friend in all social relations, his
loss is Siceply deplored by a large circle of rela-

‘“ A—’s birds yonder have, beyond
question, means of exchanging ideas. You
would think so if you saw them at prayers.”
‘ Wha-at?” ¢ Yes; at prayers.
It isn't
There

Com.

and the Bible, and her serious thoughtfulness of
religious things.
Obedient and conscientious,
she won the love of her numerous friends and
associates.
I would drop a tear to her memory,
and weave a few simple flowers over her grave,
whilst I helieve she has entered the celestial
city.
.

W. C. Prime,in his I Go a Fishing,
the following curious custom of

less.

died in Georgia, on

.

to mind her quiet

.,. 3oL

anything

than a

THirzA E , daughter of Thomds and Nancy
Harmon, died in Madison, Jul 10, aged 18 years.
No words of eulogy can make more dear the
memory of those who depart hence in hope. Yet,
is it not a privilege to recall the mgrks of a pure
life? Such a life has closed, and we lovingly call

Birds at Prayer.
Rey.
relates
birds :

Not more

single squace can well be afforded to fany single
obituary. Verses areinadmissible,

BROWN, A. B., Principal.
Lizzie CALLEY, Precepiress.
Mary C. Praviosh Associate.
MARY-E. MOREY,
asic.
ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

Full Term of 13 weeks, begins Avgust 26, 1874.
Winter Term of 13 weeks
ins ecember 2, 1878,
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 12, ror

MINERALS WANTED.

ing, also black silk fans wrought with jets.
The bridal fan is of white silk, with paint
The man himself did not wear a ing"on one side and lace on the other, The

w in,

: Faculty :

This work is well adapted to Sabbath
Schools,
especially now, as the lessons have been ros
he Old Testament to the New, It is favorably
received, has had an extensive sale, its instructions
and illustrations are simple and plain, and adapied
to an easy solution of the questions, A discount is
made to Sabbath Schools and others. Orders are
solicited.
A
+81

and ornamented with monograms.
Darks
blae linen fans were imported early in the
season, but are difficult to find now. White
and black feather fans are shown for mourn-

before us,

LITERARY INSTXTUTION,
LYNDON CENTER, VT.
10

Commentary
nil Gospels

mounted

troduced last year, are now made very large

all the
place in

Having thus prepared a bed for the

and

on lacquered or sandalwood sticks. The
Russian leather and tortoise-shell favs, in-

While the tom-tom was beating, and the

bul it: was never written, ** in the breakage

dif-

quantity

which

of thine heart,” thou shalt eat bread; and
I find that, as on the one hand, infinite®nis-

tn

great

the

pipe playing, the jugglers, singing
time in low accents, omoothod a

. It is written, “in the sweat of thy brew,’

of amusement and
of the time at their
open air, strolling,
climbing,
briskly

a

sew

it

Sagacity of a Dog.

ears,

they

Happiness

Galaxy.

hanging

Sometimes

into old bottles;

tan or of compromising their “gentility.”—

arge,

in

the wine runnetli out,and the bottles perish ;”
but they put new wine into new hottles,capable of accommodating themselves to the
swelling of liquor as it ferments. But when
they have been once stretched out in this way
and have become old and shriveled through
use, they do not admit of any further enlargement, and will therefore give way if new
wine is poured into them. —Early Days.

Quite

tose)

manner

explain a figure used in one of our Lord’s
discourses—‘‘Neither do men put new wine

most

with little fear of

these

The liability of skin-bottles to rent, will

bored, the women look tired, and all seem
to sigh, “O Lord! what shall we do to
ferent

for

sometimes they gather up the torn place in
the manner of a purse; sometimes they
put in a round flat piece of wood, and by
that means stop the hole.

and gladness

not be’ vulgar?”

It is

they mend their old and rent bottles is va-

of us know very little.
I notice with astonishment that at our
fashionable walering-places nobody walks;
that of all those vast crowds of health-seekers and lovers of country air, you cav neyer catch one in the fields or woods,or guilt
of trudging along. the country road wit
dust on his shoes and sun-tan on his hands
‘and face. The sole amusement seems to
be to eat and dress and sit about the hotels
and glare at each other. The men look
be happy and

Asia, from reaching them.

tom of the East, and the

mixture,

I say,

insects, which
they also preimmense quanarid region of

old or much used, and at the same time ave

as we go along, when the sight of objects
by the roadside and of the fields and woods
pleases more than pictures or than all the
art in the world—those ten or twelve mile
dashes that are but the wit and effluence
of the corporeal powers—of such diversion
and open road entertainment,

against the ants and other
can not pierce the skin; and
vent the fine dust, of which
tities are moving ahout the

capable of being repaired. In the book of
Joshua we are informed the Gibeonites
“took wine-bottles, old and rent, and bound
up.” This is perfectly according to the cus-

careworn, huar-

and

beasts

reasons that provisions of every kind are
enclosed in vessels made of skins of animals.
These bottles are Jiable to be rent, when

the foot strikes fire at every step, when the
a

their

has another advantage; the skin bottles not
only preserve them fresh, but defend them

ried, discontented, mortgaging the present
for the promise of the future, If we take a
walk, it is as we take a prescription, with
about the same relish and with about the
same purpose; and -the more the’ fatigue
the
greater our faith in the virtue of the
medicine.
:
Of those gleesome saunters over the hills
in spring, or those sallies of the hody in
winter, those excursions into space when
air tastes like

because

of carriage often fall down under their load,
or cast it down on the sandy desert. This
mode of transporting the necessaries of life

hills under the full blaze of the sun, or
_ along the country road, our footsteps lighted by the moon and stars, and say to
him
“Behold, these are the heavenly bodies,
this we uow tread is a morning star,” he
would feel defrauded and as if I had Plated
hima trick. And yet nothing less than
dilatation and enthusiasm like this is the
badge of the master walker.

Tg

let him

blessedness of a cheerful heart and the sweetness of a walk over theround earth. This
is a lesson the American bas yet tolearn—
capability of amusementon a low key.
He expects rapid and extraordinary returns.
He wouid make the very elemental laws pay
usury,
He has nothing to invest in a
walk ; it is te slow ; too.cheap.” We crave

with ; but if I were to take him out

as

:

longer that we might taste the fruit! But
on being assured by those who had seen the
trick performed before, that this result
Eastern Bottles.
would be obtained, I confessed
myself
—
——
‘“done” without the slightest notion of the
The bottle is a necessary artigle in the how.
I examined the ground, and found it
tent of Arabian shepherds.
It holds water was smooth and upturned.
Apparently
and other liquids, and is frequently used as delighted with my surprise, the juggler
a pitcher. The Eastern bottle is made of a stood up, laughing. One of his companions
goat or kid skin, stripped off without open- just then chucked a pebble to hiny, which he
ing the belly; the openings made by cutting put into his mouth. . {Immediately the same
off the tail and legs are sewed up, and when companion, walking backwards, drew forth
filled it is tied about the neck.
a cord of silk, twenty yards or so in length.
The Arab and Persians néver go a jour- But this was not all the discharge, for
ney without a small leather bottle by their the juggler, with his hands behind his back,
side like a scrip. These skin bottles pre- threw forth from his mouth two decanter
serve their water, milk, and other fluids in stoppers, two shells, a spiniing-top, and
a fresher state than any other vessels they several other things, followed by a long jet
can use. The people of the East, indeed,
of
fire!

This is no doubt our trouble and the main
reason of the decay of the noble art in this
country. As a people we are not 80 posi-:

yur ancestors, and

if they

with great caution, and then seemed to
take no further interest in it, but was
quite willing that any one should take it
away. —Chamber's Journal.

thing in the world is a heavy heart. Next
to thal the most burdensome to the walker
is a heart not in
perfect sympathy and acThe

Howeyer,

promenade, and then came in and deposited
the egg upon the kitchen floor.
He was
evidently quite aware of the danger of

Your sad, or morose, or embittered, or pre-

must both be willing to go the same

delight.

alone he was satisfied with taking a short

the lightest of all riders is a cheerful heart.

cord with the body.

never

and

to think of an egg as a thing to be

them, wagging his tail, and looking all fun

The human body is a steed that goes
freest and longest under a light rider, and

occupied heart settles heavily into the

known

He says:

fashion,

Obituaries.

the footbridge, that even

puliie road, providing no escape

feat,

trick.”

ed in characteristic

»

LYNDON

A Great Offer 1 {0M iceain he + SoM

walker as a trespasser, that knows no way

forgets the stile,

Rev, Norman Macleod, in an account of
a visit to Bombay, gives a description of a
juggling

Dr. BUTLER’'S

another is

black, witha rose.-in true Spanish taste.
For everyday use, the fancy this summer is
for Japanese fans of thin light paper, paint-

:

_—

)

going afoot. I
, & race that neglects
or despises this primitive gift, that fears
the touch of the soil, that has no footpaths
no community of ownership in the lan
which they imply, that warns off the
but the highway,

He never

of,

we knew

one that

ke

seemed

their limbs an

Killing the —
tramp in the street

egg.

de-

feet

ete—

a strip round the’ spread Japanese fans, as cheap as palm
to have come for leaves, are strewn about parlors and cham!
PO
D. JARVES,
eaten; but apparently
had a notion that it the detective’s eye! ‘So, just as he was be- bers for general use, (hatelaines for hang- ton.
10 Devonshire St, Boston, Mass.
was something valuable, and much to be coming more earnest in his song, and ing fans to the belt are this' season made
13622
while
the
tom-tom
heat
and
the
pipe
shrilled
preferred to a stone, which he would some- | more loudly, I stepped forward with becom- long enough to permit the fans to be used
without detaching.— Harper's Bazar.
times pick up in his
ing, and fling
n J HORACE WATERS & SON
dignity and begged “him to bring the
out of his moufh again very carelessly. O ing
basket
and
its
cover
to
me.
The
Jug
ler
dispose
of
100
Pianos,
yg
oe! RY and Or.
an egg he always took great care. He cheerfully complied. I examined the Ba
gans, of first-class makers, including Waters’, at
knew where the hens’-nests were, and "as
very
low
prices
for
cash,
or
part cash, and
balance in small monthly installments, New ¥-octave
some of them were easily accessible to him, ket. It was made of open wickerwork. I
then
examined
the
cloth|
covering.
1t
was
first class ¥lamos,
modern
improvements, for
he occasionally visited them and then thin, almost ry
$235 cash. The Waters Concerto Parlor
AS certainly there
Organs are the most beautiful in style and perfect
nigh he seen walkmg slowly and proudly,
nothing concealed in it. I then fixed
with
head aloft, and an egg
in his mouth. was
PARTICULAR NOTICE! Persons wishing obit- tone ever made. Hlustrated Catalogue mailed. 1y33
my eyes upoa his strip of clothing, with
The servants soon learned to know from his such
that it was not
possible it uaries published in the Morning: Star. who do <3 $75 to $250 per month y everywhere
male and fe.
demeanor when he had an ‘egg. If called could Intentness
have been touched without discovery ; not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
male, to introduce the
GENUINE IMPROVED
by them, he was not always ready to and bade
COMMON
SENSE
FAMILY
SEWING
MAhim go on. 1 felt perfectly sure equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion.
give it up at once, but . drew back, facing that the trick
CHINE. This Machme will stitch, hem, fell,
could not succeed.
Sitting

breaths, crushiv Hi wotien and children,

of the platform, in

executed, returning triumphant with

the lost article in his mouth,
There was nothing iu which he more

let geraniums and white daisies;

Hindoo Jugglery.

nts--- Wante

Literary

that part of the lake being shallow, his
swimming and diving stirred up so much
mud that I e could not find it again, and |,
had to be called off. It was interesting to

ett

CAN

‘| account of sickness.

HEART REGULATOR
GIVE

Half terms

beginning and middle of the term.

GRAVES

WILL

he price of board, in clubs,

$2.00

per week.

Ladies’

clubs

DO IT.

For circulars of testimonials, &c., address the'sole
Agent, FRANK BE. INGALLS, Concord, N. H.
*rice, $1 per Bottle, For sale by Druggists gens
erally.
;
1y15

FOR

YOUNG

AS M. PETTENGILL & CO., 10 State
Street, Boston, 37 Park Row, New York, and 701
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, are our Agents for
procuring advertisements for our paper (name mentract for advertising at our lowest rates.
Yours truly,
~
21tf
8. M. PETTENGILL

to

con-

Apply
H.

NEW

Evansville is fluely located, and few
West. surpass

to

Expenses gre
Prof, JACOB®

WEST

A129

ad

DR. MOSES E. SWEAT, Sec’y

WHITESTOWN

YORK.

HIS is a desirable House for business men or
families, being first class, elegant and central.
Parties who can appreciate a good table will find the

SEMINARY.

“LA PIERRE” THE House to stop at in New York.
Board and room $38 per day. Rooms $1 per day.
27
:
C. B. ORVIF, PROPRIETOR.

CLAVERACK COLLEGE AND
RIVER INSTITUTE

HUDSON

in na all

ber8

0largenetrustons
1 oper
oma I as rn
gymnasium and drill hall. Special advan
de

rtments.

Term

0) opens

ALONZO FLACK. A. M., President, Claverack, N.Y,

bi

New

5

Short-Comi and
Short-Comings
Lute Faloonor
The Jadge’s Son,

Books

Hester's

d Long-Goi
Long-Goings
%

i

FassA
$160

Happy Summer,

One Year of my Life,
Building Stones
Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholuck,
, Alice Benson’s Trials,
The Quiet Hour. Dr. Lincoln,
Child Lite in Many Lands,
Ruthie Shaw
; or,
The Gooq Girl,
Nattie Nesmith; or, The Bad
Girl,
Blue-eyed Jimmy ; Si: The Good Boy,
Johpny Jones, or,
Bad Boy,
LR. BURLINGAME
Dover,
|

Bo

“COLLEGE,

For the Sabbath School.

‘The 32nd Academical year of this institution will
open A
st 25th.
he en
ment is fully completed, at an expense
of over $30,000; and the facilities of a first class institution are furnished to both sexes, at moderate
rates. Bend for Catalogue.
J
;
J. 8. GARDNER, Princigal,
Whitestown, N. Y., June 4, 1873.
Q
.|

and Eighth St.,

VIRGINIA

More

pe
tier information address DR. MOSES D.
SWEAT, or IVORY MARCH, North Parsonsfleld, Me.

af

De-

This Institution offers to students important and
peculiar advantages. For particular information,
send for a Circular tor
REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M.. President.

SEMINARY.

o

Music

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR C0., WEST VIRGINIA.

The FALL TERM will commence Tuesday, Aug.
26, and continue eleven weeks under the continued
charge of J, LINSCOTT, Principal, Mrs. Exa Barker,
Teas
r of Music, with such other assistance as may
en

of the

CALENDAR:

FALL TERM opens Aug. 27,—continning 13 weells,
- closing Nov, 22.
WINTER TERM opens Dec. 10,—continuing 13 weeks,
closing Feb. 28.
“Ws
For particulars, addres,
Rey. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M., Princwal.

August 26, 1873.
Mass.

reasonable.
will have charge

partment.

LADIES,

Principal, Bradford,

places in the

it in pointof moral and religious in-

uences.

for admission and circulars to Miss ABBY

JOHNSON,

& CO.

LA PIERRE HOUSE
Broadway

the

from $1.60

SEMINARY.

consin Yearly Meeting, and has been in successful
operacion for three years, The coming year prom-ises more enlarged usefulness.
The Villake of

as well as gentle-

commences

PARSONSFIELD

authorized

at

EVANSVILLE

.

The next School Year

:

This institution 18 under the control of the Wis:

_Bradford Academy,

i

2, 1872.

De-

For further particulars, address th@®Secretary, at
Pittsfield, Maine.
31
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

Heart Disease.

cities, and

Catalogues sent to inguirers.

rates.

The Heart Regulator has been recommended by
many physicians, and is allowed by all who know
its vilue to be just what we claim it—a Cure for

INSTITUTE,

IOWA.

Commences its Fall Term September

Rooms and board in private families at reasonable

IT A TRIAL,

above

commence

varies

men’s ave formed.

AND YOU WILL BE CONVINCED.

tioned) in the

WILTON,

partment.
:
~
Miss
LINDA C. VICKERY, Teacher of French,
“|.
Miss ELLA C. HURD. Teacher of Music.
" Penmanship will be taught by an experienced
Teacher.
;
No deduction for less than half a term, except on

BE CURED,

"DR.

Teacher in Normal

COLLEGIATE

‘

125

1 >
1
200
J5

N.

Bw

LA

TAR. AUGUS T 13
Jas

S———

-

Peru, July 9.

‘ MISCELLANEOUS.
The government will
and buy half a million

sell six millions of gold
in bonds at New York

during the present month.
A treaty

has been

o

signed at

viding for a steamboat

mail

Washington pro-

line between this

country and Japan.

The territorial election in Utah
Tuesday.

The

Gentites-did

been deprived of the use of one side of
by apoplexy.
He is in London,

not vote,

and the

Paragraphs.

of New

cial training, and

York state

the crusade

have

ly, and not an aggravation,

united in

The old manor house of William Penn in Philadelphia is occupied as a beer saloon, and is fast
going to decay.

in

The value of imports from foreign ‘countries
into Boston during the week ending May 1, was
£979,639; and the total for the year to the same
date was $39,376,071; being a decrease of $5,
038,617 from last year.

Petroleum used for cleaning guns, it is said,
effectually protects them from rust.

ribbons, collars and similar adjuncts of the toilet,
for themselves, Now if they choose to expend

in Cincinna-

ti, to the memory of the sisters Cary.

this money in confectionery, they must
suffer
for the want of these articles, and learn by
going
without them to control their appetites
and desires. An indulgent mother might in
pity supply them, but it will be a false kindnes
s and
yield bitter fruit. A child must learn self-den
ial early in life if we would have her
happy in
the coming years, and it can only be
taught by
practice. When girls are fourteen or fifteen
years

The claims presented to the southern claims
commission amount ia the aggregate to more
than $66,000,000.
About $1,200,000 has thas far
been distributed.
The grasshoppers came down in the western
parts of lowa and Minnesota on Saturday, and

almost destyoyed the corn and the oat crops.
Three men were burned to death in an oil-well
house in Butler, Pa.,
There was a serious disturbance at the Charlestown state prison, Tuesday.
A conviet attacked
Mr. Chamberlain, the warden, with murderous
intent, inflicting a severe wound upon his face.
The convict was shot in the side, but not dan-

that more

bodies

have

been

discovered

at the

their mea
— ns.
Springfield Republican,

int nded,

in consequence of some unfinished business in
the department of State.
In. all probability he
will not leave this country before October.

Meat

Sixteen years ago a North Carolina father,
who knew the virtues of the rod, thrashed his
big boy and sent him out to hoe corn.
The first
seen of him since was last week, when he returned from California with $50,000 as the result of his westward ho-ing.
Cuba is draining southern Florida of its cattle.
Vienna has sixty splendid orchestras.
The
London
Tumes
£200,000 last year.

gerously injured.
A speciul despatch from
Cherryvale, Kan.,
says that Colonel York has received intelligence

as he

netted
.

its

bought

the

Sir John Lubbock has

proprietors

celebrated

EE

A new fac-simile of the 1623 Folio of Shakespeare’s Plays, under the direct supervision of
There is great rejoicing in Virginia City and
Mr. Howard Staunton, will be shortly issued.
Gold Hill, Nevada, over the successful compleThe fac-simile is a reproduction ef the splendid
tion of the water-works and the introduction of copy in the library of the Earl of Ellesmere, at
an abundant supply of water to both cities. Bridgewater House; supplemented, where any
The acqueduct is eighteen miles long, Work ‘pages of that volume are defective, by the fine
on it was commenced three years ago. The cost copy in the Grenvilie library of the British Museum.
:
a
:
:
of the enterprise is over a million of dollars.

on Sunday.

Nearly all the money which he had

stolen, amounting to $87,000, was found.
Two
supposed accomplices were arrested with him.
An order has been issued

by the

state depart-

ment to prevent parties in Newfoundland from
shipping codfish and other products to the Unit.
ed States by the way of Halifax, thus evading
the duties under the treaty of Washington. The
provincial government of Newfoundland claims

to be included :in the

provisions of the treaty,

and will enter its goods under protest until a decision shall bave been rendered by the Supreme
court of the United States.
t
Senator Windom, chairman of the select committee on transportation, has received faverable
responses from a number of the state granges in
reply to his letter inviting the Patrons of Hus~
bandry to lay before the committee a full statement of the grievances of farmers in counuection

with the matter of transportation, and
jeet will probably receive

a thorough

the sub-

The first, ténthy and twenty-ninth Maine regiments celebrated their fifth reunion, Thursday,by
a clambake.
General George H. Nye of Montreal was chosen president.
The Cherokee Indians are indulging in a bloody
fight among themselves.
The trouble grew out
of the election on Monday,
:
The N. H. State Normal school will re-open
Sept. 10, with a competent board of instruction.

The wrecked

stuff found

hunting on
number of
with about

on the Irish coast

could not have been from the Alabama, as she
did not leave Glasgow until Monday afternoon.
Concerning the Baltic
Lloyds
steamer Ernst
Moritz Arndt, now eighteen days overdue at
New York, there is «u great deal of anxiety.

The Potomac river

The Prince of Wales keeps at’ Marlborough
House a mark-book, in which is noted the prog-

steamer Wawasset, which

ran between Washington and Lone river, was
burned at about noon Friday, and between forty

and fifty lives were lost. There were 117 passengers on board. The steamer was about one

and

jnated in bis honor,

near London

may be had from the fact that the government
has recently paid £20,000 an acre for Wormwood
Scrubbs, in order to keep it as a drill practicing
ground for the troops and the volunteers.

wy

whom jumped overboard.

President MacMahon’s first reception wus the
most brilliant official festival since the fall of the

A destructive fire took place in Portland, Me.,

“lon Saturday afternoon.

Three kteamers were

empire.

full figures. They
probably
have not eaten
flesh-meat once a week in their lives, in
many
cases not oftener than
once a month.
Once
here, they rush ravenously at the joints,
the
steaks, and the chops, which are to them
luxuries and the great signs of luxurious living.
The result is almost invariably that they lose
their figures and the rosy cheeks, and the health
that they brought with them, and that
came
with, if not of, a diet of potatoes and buttermilk.
The more
observantof them have al

ready

‘begun to notice

this themselves.

And in

the second generation the change is very manifest. There is rarely a paler and thinner creature than your Irish. girl of tha second genera-

3

porridge,

and

milk

and

fruit.

The

boy

more

certain in

regard to this subject

Permanent
|

—

On.

England

where

the

plow

is not used at all in

the pastures.
There is a soft, velvety turf, the
result of a century of close feeding: There are

millions

of

acres

of

pasture

Missouri

country,

fed

upon

buffalo and the antelope,

dh
for

growing

the
ages

transby

the

richer every

owas |¥

FOREIGN.

Cadiz has surrendered, and is now fn the possession of the national troops.

Phe United States frigate Shenandoah Hashes)

Spanish frigate Ville de Madrid
in Cadiz harbor, and
stain from hostilities.

The

captain and other

bas

under ber guns

ordered

her

to

uh-

officers of the wrecked

Citgot
ington have béén dismissed
from
up
e ofthe Inman Steamship hari fle
.

By amailstay accident near Manchester,
Eng.,
on Monday night,eighteen persons were injured.

The

dent was in buoyant spirits.

He

Marshal-Presi-

wore

the

the rate of a bushel to ‘the

uni-

farms

form of divisional general, and on it the grand
cordon
ofghe legion of honor and the military
medal. “Mie. de MacMuhoh was attired in blue

a thick

locks

acre. - Some of these

will carry a hulloc¢k to the acre, and leavé
mat of grass

are

sold

upon the sod when the hul-

off in

the

fall.

The

store

cattle are bought in the market in the spring and
put in the pasture as soon as grass starts suffi-

«and white, the Blessed Virgin’y colors, to place
her busband’s administration under Mary’s pro-

ciently to feed them. The cattle increase in
tection,
‘
weight and in the quality of beef during the
A statme, of Dr. Livingstone, by Mrs. D. O. summer, and are sold to the butcher as soon as
Hill, is now on exhibition at the Royal Scottish they are ripe, from Afgust to November. One
academy.
It is of colossal size, and represents man can thke care ‘of "séveral® hundred Cattle,
and the winteris a season of leisure.’
When
there is good judgment in buying and selling,
the profits of this kind of farming are very

the distinguished traveler in standing posture,
attired in a simple but piéturesque costume, such

as he may havé been supposed to hive worn in
his wanderings. A loose cloak which forms the
upper

garment

is

thrown

back

over

the

handsome, and the farm is all the while improying in fertility. Everything it produces is re-

left

shoulder, 86 as'to'expose the waist-halt with its
garnishing of pistol, compass

box, and

turned to it ugain,

i»

othersin-

h American advices represent a hopeless dispensable traveler’s. companions. . The right
"condition in Paraguay, warlike preparations of hand holds forth a Bible; the left rests on the
the pitional army against the sebels in the Ar- handle of’ an ax; and round the feet, wlich
id
ny vewhsot
genitine Republic, and a lull in the ¢hureh and are shod in most uncompromising boots, are
The past gix years 1 use Fogth gue for
stite discussion in Brazil.
:
|
grouped a number of objeets intended to’ sugizést stables. L
ike to gi
aders the
Turkey is to raise a loan amounting,(0 §75,- various points connected with the explorer’s ‘benefit: of my experience: My soil is a po

of Barth Wdars1ing Stables 7

000,000.

J

4 eh is much excitementin the French Assembly over the reconéiliation of the Bourbon

and Orleans branches, which, now . seems to
CORBrmede: ocx, IF & dw FE

Fun

it TH

career. "Phe Dodtar' secnisiy by dea aha
from the stern

expression of his.

sandy one, and my method ‘is to throw in a go

features one level bed of earth after the dully: eleaning of the’

might suppose him to be' expostulating With a stables!

parcel of obidutate slave-dealers. The pose of

Tn this’ clearing
T rémove most of ‘the

earth that has become so saturated with urine as

the figure
is full of ‘energy and. animation.
8

to be ‘too muddy for a good bed.
ais

Li

dig: down

much

easier

to make

the bed.

1 have

found

I have

already hinted at some of them.
No one can
fail to see the saving of fertilizing materi-

of

advantage

the

most will see

I think

al.

mixing fertilizers with earth, as mot only are
they absorbed and thereby saved, but divided
and diffused through the mass so asto be more

available

as plant food.

Of course,

|*

the sooner

this is done the more thorough the compost.
T'always throw clean earth or muck upon the
manure heap as well as upon. the stable floor.
Here is a saving of health also, for who will fail

to see that animals and their attendants

wili be

Te

FACULTY.
Rev. RH.

——
the crow

Whatever

wrong

by

the crow

its enemies

of arresting

in

their

with

no

general

in-

Monthly.

TUITION.
Common English,..... Seta susan sive siany $5.50
French, ®xtra,
2.00
Srsssinsaan
2.50
Ne vawh aduine sui

a

More than one thousand mortgages on growing
crops have been recorded inthe probate office
at Eutaw, Alabama.

The remain

Molds..... ws

pays

$60,000,000

12.8.

154 ‘Cuba, Clayed..

Anthracite... 8 00g
COFFEE.

830 Olive,
¥ gal
125@ 130
iLinseed—Eng.
.. &.. 7 4

American...
§
.
7
Java ¥ b..... 24 @ 27
Crude Sperm1 40.. @ 1 3
St. Domingo...
we 20 | Deo.
Whale..
Rio
Refined do....
Neatsfoot¥gal 1 20 § | Ordinary......
13 8.. M4 |
PAINTS.
Good Didinary 1634... 17 Lead. Red Am... “ia. . 9
Mid.
to gd
mid, 22 @.. 2 | Am
pure 1148. 113

Low Middling. 19 §.. 194)
DOMESTICS.

Sheetings and Shirtings—
Heavy 4-4.....
138.. 18;
Medium 4-4.....1Ia.. 12
Drills, Brown.13
&.. 15
Print Cloths...
64 @..6%
Cotton Flannel. .. @.. ..
Priotg..oveeess.
12
Ticking..... vee
« 00
Ginghams..... 00 g.. 00
Mous.deLaines 00 @.. ..

Carpetings—

.

Lowell sup. 3-ply
Extra Superfine..

Fra

Varnishes. ..

Merchants’

Building.
431

i
FIFTEEN
DOLLARS
pays for a quarter’s dufiruction in any department,
under the most eminent masters;
and for collateral

advantages, equivalent to SEVENTY-FIVE LES-

SONS in addition.without extra charge, at the NEW
ENGLAND CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC,
Boston,
Mass.
Music School in the
‘World. Situations procured for competent pupils.
Fall Term O
8 September 15. Send for circular to E, TOURJEE, Director.
.
6t30

FRENCH'S
NEW HOTEL,
Cor. Cortlandt & New Church Sts.,
YORK,

THE EUROPEAN PLAN,
RICHARD P. FRENCH,
late

Cor.

RICHARD

FRENCH,

of

French’s Hotel, has taken this Hotel, newly fitted up

and entirely renovated the same. Centrally located
inthe BUSINESS PART of the City.
LADIES’ & GENTLEMEN’S DINING ROOMS ATTACHED.
i

{2

A MONTH to Lad Agents everywhere.
Address—ELLIS
FG Co., Boston. [29tf
ror dav1 Arents wanted! All classes of working peo0
$5 to $20 11s, of citiior sox, young or old, make more money st
work for us in thelr spare maments orall the time than at anything
else. Particulars five, Address U. Stinson
&
Co., Portland, Maine.

J

12:80.
NG

1y41

FOUR WEEKS?
was one agent’s

CANVASS~
profit on Bry-

ant’s Library
of Poetry and Song
; $70 in one week
on The New
Aon
doin Manual, by Miss Beecher
and Mrg. Stowe. Any active man or woman can
have an idgeney. J. B.. FORD & CO, New York,
Boston, Chicago and $an Francisco.
4188

|

Hams smoke

'A new edition of the Life of Wm. Burr is now nu out
of ibe 8) The price His been redubed from $1 00 to!

pon

thie readers of our

A Hiern discount to t
“Bend your orders to

Sabbath School Librames.

trade and to canvassers.
the TAR OFFICE, Dover, N, H

1308.
. 14}

Pickled son

1s 4..

14

9 00G10 00 lyyo0s ‘dressed... 7 8.. 7

choice extra,

8 503

|

9 50

?

eva

PRODUCE.

Rye Flour....3 00 @ 5 50 Apples, dried
Corn Meal....3 50 g 8 35 | do.sliced....
FRUIT.

|

domewhhbbl3

6 @.. 8
8
@.. 10

0

@

W

- Butter, ¥ ib.

Shelled......

i

Vermont...... 27

28 @..

ex. § 37 8 8 50

34

Small and

6 &.. 6k zfarrow......

3

27

8..

@ 287

UFONersenseey 37 @.. 42 1Canperries,
bud 50 @ 4 00

Pea Nuts.... 1 808 2 25 | "Cape... .
Figs common...

8}

@..

9

Case .......... 12 &..

000 @4¢w0

Cheese, ¥ tb.

M1"

wv; 0t0ry......

123..12}

Lemopns,¥box12 W0a14 00 | yi
oy (N.Y.

113.. 15

Orange®s.....
10 00g14 00 | Potatoes,
gyim,........
Raisins, bunch—
Lu.
Cask

+ 8.

Box.

Laye

5 @..7 Ww

+. | Jacksons....

10284

a1

.n | pew Pb...
3738 4 00

+2058 225 onions
# bbl 6 56 @ 7 00

GRAIN.

Poultry.,......

18 @.. 22

Southern yell . 64 8 . 6s [Eggs...... ...

Nessern kh

5 3 : 5

heat,wesi’'n } 4)
Rye..
+ 58

SEEDS.

2g..28

Clover,Northern, 94 8..10}
91
West
& South. 10 @.. Ls

Barley
1 ¢.! 35 |HerdsGrass.. 4 13 @ 30
Shorts ¥ ton 19 50 a20 ov (Red'Top,¥bag, § 53 & 3 OF
CE

P. BLISS,

The Joy contains 192 pages.

per dozen.

|

.e

Price 75 cents or $7.50

Specimen copy sent by mail upon receipt

| of 75 cents.

ROOTS WODEL

Organ

Method.

By GEO. F. ROOT.

Coutainihg the most

thorough

simple,

and progressive exercises, of every grade

of difficulty, ever published. Also Organ Lessons,
‘Organ Pieces, Organ Accompaniments, Organ Voluntaries.
The merits

and

popularity of

Mr. Roo1’s

former

works for Reed Organs are a sufficient guarantee
that the Model @rgan Method will be the best
Organ instructor ever published. Price $2.50, Sent
post-paid on receipt of price.
.
PALMER'S

Choruses,

author of Song

p

By

»- Bong

25

CHURCH

1y6>

Coll
H.

R.

Queen,

&

CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO,

| _ VALUABLE BOOKS
OF

BOUND
MUSIC!
"Gems.

+1 Gems of Sacred Song.
Gems of German Song.
Gems of Scottish Song.
Wreath of Gems.
Pearls.
Shower

v

00 @.. 00 | PU

Currants.......

«= BY P.
_

JOHN

Indiana,

Ahnonds
ng
Soft 0 Shell...

i

Kerosene..... tue

i

Shojee ut;

Ohio,

for Classes, Choruses, and Conventions.

| Miasic

Normal
Collection, ete.
5 cents each, or
$7.50 per doz. Specimen copy sent
by mail upon receipt of 5 ets, All published by
s y
P

West'ro sup.4.30 8 5 58 | . prime..,... 137 814 26
com, extras 5 15 @ 68 yn 100, h.... $1 §- 3)
medium de..7:06 88 U0 {fq yy)/y.... 8} W..9)

of

Pearls,

The best Vocal Duets.

Operatic
Price

of each

book,

Gilt, $4.00.
The

above

Pearls,

Best Opera Songs.
Bds., $2.50; Cl.. £3.00; Full

volumes

are

quite

Pages

full

unsurpassable, as

each one is filled and crowded with the very best
VocAL Musicof its kind. Books are large, and
wonderfully cheap.
(200 to 2560 pages.)

sheet

music

size.

Remember our New ORGAN AT HOME, 2.50
Home is not complete without it.
Look at he Standard, for Choirs, &c.
Cheerful Voices, for Schools.
River

~

1.50
50

of Life, for Sunday Schools.

The above books for sale by all dealers,
post-paid, on receipt of price.

Oliver Ditson &

!

Co.,

35

Sent,

Boston.

Fine Feed...20 5)00 22
421 00
Middlings...21
00 Canary........2
prs] 50 @ 3 ®
HAY.

Hg

:

10,5

Jountry

Hay—

ws

25

INUtMEgS.....

@ 1 4) |

HIDES AND SKINS,

B. Ayres, dry.. 29 @..
Rio Grande.... 28 @..
Do.

Pore

IE

1 yal

’

J

STARCH

|

Sieh

Western, dry..

(Best,
¥ b........ 718..
vs svss
.
IAR
SUGAR.

30 |[Havana.—
30 | Nos. 8to

12..

22 @.. 24 | Nos. 13to 17..

wet......

li @..

@..26

|Ginger. vsencan- 0a.

¥100 hs.... 140 @ 1 70

:

oe

(Giosdh,
¥ B
80178, 3-39

TOR: oss va18 00 830 00

12}}

IRON.

Nos. 18t0 20..

12

102

20

9

6}8..

6]

3 8

8j

8.

10 @..10

{Cuba Muscovado—

New Orleans..
..
Swedish—
;
Crashed...
. 17
Com.ass’d 145 00 g155 00
Powdered.
- 8. 11
EX. 8i2€8es vu os Be +o
Coffee crush.... 94 @. 10
Eng.com.... 85 00@ 87 50,
TALL OW,
Do. refined
92 50 @ 95 00]

Do. sheet ¥1b..6 @.. 7 Rendered, ¥ ©
8@..
Russia, sheet..19 @.. 20 Rough....
b@.
LEAD.
TEAS.
Pig gold........ 6ia..
7 Gunpowder—
Sheet and Pipe ..q..11 4%
Per thevieei 50
Oldisesvsneases 638.0 64 Imperial........ 45
LEATHER.
[HY
40)
Young Hyson.. 82
Sole—
Hyson
8kin.....
25
28 @..
oui 2% @. 28 | onchong...... 18
Oolong.
+ vesuies 23
Oak Sole i... 34 @.
Japans........~ 80
OdKeiverernness 31 8.
Calf Skins,¥#b 75 @
WOOL.
Dry Hide....00 @..
Ohio & Pennsylvania—
In Rough.... 70 @..
Picklock....«.58 @.. bb
LUMBER.
Choice XX,... # @.. bo
Fine X........ 47
@.. 4%
Clear Pine..31 00 @65 00
Medium...... 47
@.. 49
Coarse.
vies
«43
@iv
45
ppdn
1
a
Spruce......145 00 @20 00 Mich., N. Y. & Vermont—
IX.
40
@..
48
Oak,
# ton.. 10 00 @15 00
Clapboards 55 00 @.. 60
Do.Spruce 40 00 @50 00
Shingies,pine l 75.@ 6
0. cedar... 300 @ 8 50
Latha, piné.. 2 25 @ 2 75
Do. 8
2
a2 50
Shox shooks 3 00 @ 4 0

Sipping? 17 00 428 00

GOLD AND STOCK MARKET,

The SELTZER APERIENT is foaming,
There’s life in the blood-cooling cup;
Every bubble of health is an omen—
Drink it up! Drink it up! Drink it up!
There is death to Dygpepsia and Fever;
‘And nausea and pain in the eup,
If Nature’s exhausted, relieve her—
Drink itup! Drink it up! Drink itup!
TARRANT’S
EFFERVESCENT SBLTEER APERIKNT,
the SALINE
ANTIDOTE for indigestion, constipation,
biliousnesgrand nervous affections.
232
OLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Bryant sud Statian College,
Next school

year

biplane

t. 1, 1878.

Course of

study, Commercial and English
branches. Annual
Catalogue and Report for 1
ready ; furnished free
upon application In person or by mail. Office 149 A.
Tremont street, Room 15. Open daily during vacation from 10 tll 12 o’clock.
“1 1p
H. BE, HIBBARD, Principal.
.

{1

Li

WANTED AGENTS.~Worthy
‘the
old and experienced SANVAASETE., x

FOUR beaut
Yoon

ial notice of
Cid Selehrated

pir iy rapresenting CHILDHOOD,

Youn, iimob, and OLD AGE; how offered by
he maties or the iret time. Price veducedito suit
}
a it ever offered Lo the Amerbh terms and 1yducements.
| foe
{ean mao y pr
A
+ RUSSELL
artienlars free.
dreds B.

Fhlishier, 39 Corphil, BOSTON.

Sr

pa

AUG.-6, 1873,

i
WL

AMERICAN GOLD iano aides
U.8, FIVE-TWENTIES, 1867 ,
8 B. FIVE-TWENTIES OF 1865
U.S.COUPONS

4 Renta, and will
be dent postage paid on receipt of
t
)
"
"his tite volume Shodld he in every Free ill Ba .
tist homme, and would not fail to have i good influence

.

Cod—largeqt5 00 @ 6
fn
.475 8 510" Naptha........ 1248..
Medium
PROVISIONS.
Mackerel,bbl. 9 00al0 50
Do. shore. 8 50 ai8 00
Salmon, tce..30 00 a32 00
FLOUR AND MEAL.
St. Lome, ext.6 25 8 6 75
Mediam....
800 @ 9 00
AP sseers 328 x5 a 9 “
choice extralo 00 all 00
{lear best

and

JOY:

| A Collection of New and Carefully Selected

§ 1 20

{SU TEN-FORTIES.

Life of

THE

|

FALMER,

GING. ++ oe rons

Calcutta
Cow— 21'@..23 {POtAto.
Slaughter......
Green Salt .....1648.. 17

of the

mountains

Conventions,
feties,
Hie
Schools,
Choirs, Academies, and the Home Circle.

1

[Putty.. vee

Cuicago, 111.

Son

highest

. NEW MUSIC BOOKS.

~ Concert

{French Yellow..

Straw,100Bbs..1

NEW

the

Consisting of Solos, Duets, Trios, Quartettes
and Choruses, arranged for the use of Musical

| "Boston...... 1

per month can easily be made by energetic persons of either sex by securing an
Agency of us.
Business honorable and pleasant.
Particulars free.
Address at once THE AMERI.

12

{Vermillion.... 1
| Whiting—

@ 1 60
@ 1 35

Superfing.........
FISH.

Uf ih A118.

1

:VenRed # cwi

Eastern and Northern

$200

ON

amidst

JUST PUBLISHED

25 @.. 28
Sperile.ees visssd fe. 83 | do.Sweebives
o @es oo
do.
Muscovade30
&. 35
COAL.
Porto Rico...... Me. .60
Cannel.....
26 00 @2800
OIL.
Picton........0 00 § 0 00 {

A

COMPANY,

romantically situated

|

BosTO N WHOLESALE PRICES
For the week ending Ava. 6, 18738.
CANDLES.
|
MOLASSES.

H

SAFETY

State , is

i}

Mich.

CAN

in the

~The Markets.

1linois and

Is it proper to talk at table? By all means. We
are aware that some few consider it proper to
obscrve perfect silence while at table,
We do
not know how such a horrible custom originated
vet we have a few times been a guest at such tables, but hope never to be again.
The table is
the very place to talk,and the meal hours should
be among the pleasantest of the day.
Don’t talk
business and discuss what work shall be done
after dinner, but give the tine te social chat.
This should not prolong the meal inconvenient,
ly, but there should be enough of it to preventhe common custom of rapid eating.

Alabama

Latin and Greek, extra,................
Instrumental Music,
BOM nnesasevssnsnreensansninsrenessnes

A special effort will be made, by the Principal, to prepare those students who may have’ the Gospel
Ministry in view, by furnishing them every assistance in. his power towards the prosecution of theological
studies.
For further particulars, address the Principal at Waterbury Center, Vermont.
3t32
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Talking at Table.
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29, 1874,

Opens Feb,

12 weeks.

Tram,

Seriya

against

this unusual insect growth, have satisfied themselves that it is the legitimate result, the natural
and inevitable consequence, of our own
acts.
Our short-sighted and murderous ‘warfare upon
the crow has interrupted the harmonies of nature, disturbed ber well-adjusted balance, and
means

Ladies’ Department.

THEOLOGY.
commits

root and destroyed. Our more intelligent farmers, who have carefully studied out the cause of

adequate

E. C. Smith, Principal

L. A. Butterfield, E. C. Sinith, Miss Abbie Lyon.

LOCATION.

keeping
these pests in check.
Yet here in
Massachusetts, regardless of such testimony jn
their favor, we have nearly exterminated these
birds, and the destructive grubs, having uno longer this active enemy to restrict their growth,
are year by year increasing with a fearful ' persistence.
We have seen large farms, within an
hour’s ride of Boston, in whieh, over entire
acres, Lhe grass was so completely undermined
and the roots eaten away, that the loosened turf
could be rolled up as easily as if it had been cut
by the turfing-spade.
In the same neighborhood
whole fields of corn, potatoes, and almost every
kind of gard
vegetable,
had been eaten at the |

crease.—Adlantic

Mis.

G.T. Swasey,

The Building, one of the fluest
and grandest scenery of Vermont.

also, one of the most faithful and accurate observers, in speaking of the fearful ravages sometimes wrought in our grass-lands and gardens by
the grub of the May-beetles, adds his testimony

let loose upon agriculture

Assistant,

CALENDAR.
Opens Sept. 2, 1873.
WINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens Dec. 2, 1873

FALL Téry, 13 weeks,

the cultivators of the soil may, by a little: pains-

to the great services rendered

Tozer. A. M,, Principal.

Miss M. E. Prentiss,

Crow’s Value to Farmers.

which might be produced at home.

Pastures.

What the Agriculturist has to say concerning this syhject is worth consideration ;
We can have
pastures
that will improve
every year without the plow.
There are thousands
of farms
in the
cheese
districts
of

The house was filled with army officers

800 persons in the saloons.

and

great benefit from this in many ways.

It 1s estimated that

year by the grazing of these animals and the
burned=—the Montreal, running to Boston, the all in full uniform, and literally everybody was, decay of the buffalo grass,
Dirigo, running to New York, and the Carlotta, | present. Versailles has narrow resources in the
In the best grazing d
‘of New York and
ay of convenience, and, though the rain fell in Western Connecticut there are large farms kept
runningto Halifax, Gal’s and the
torrents,
everybody
bad
to
walk.
from
the
rail
in permanént pasture, and growing more fertile
wharves;
the only grain “elevator in the city, a
‘bonded warehouse, several smaller buildings way statioh to the President’s house. There was every year by the feedingof beef cattle. The
and freight sheds anda considerable quantity of not a duke left in the Faubourg St. Germain; all only fertilizer applied, besides the droppings of
the Orleans
Tamily were present,
There were the cattle, is an occasional dressing of plaster, at
freight were destroyed.
The total loss is now
estimated at $600,000, but it is likely to exceed
this amount. The insurarce on the whole is
about $200,000.

sods, which are

per annum to the West for corn, meat, hay, &e.,

a flask, air being

supplied through tubes. The bout upon which
the trial was made is capable of holding sixteen
people, and is fitted up with lockers, seats and
table. The experimental trial is said to have been
successful.

or meadow

and the extravagant taking,be materially lessened or wholly prevent-.
ang wasteful manner in which this kind
ed. The benefits he confers are both numerous |
of food
is usually cooked, and the enormous amount
and important.
During the time he remains
eaten in this country, offers the following
;
: with us he destroys, so says no less authority
Whether this meat eating is beneficial seems
than Wilson, “ myriads of worms, moles, mice,
to be more than doubtful.
ATE our men or our
caterpillars, grubs, and beetles.”
Audubon also
women stronger, healthier, larger-limbed,
affirms that the crow devours myriads of grubs
reddier, and fairer than Europeans of correspondevery day of the year,—gruhs which would lay
ing occupations and habits of life? The
wasie the farmer’s fields,~and destroys quadIrish

air.

A trial has been made in England of what is
called an ** unsinkable boat.” It is made of boiler

mile from shore when the fire was discovered,
but she was run aground within two hundred
yards of the Yirginia shore.
There were two
boats on the
Wawasset, but
both were lost
through the frenzy of the passengers, most of

after mentioning the

nac that our consumption of meat, particularly
by women and children, is needless
and unwholesome.
3
And the writer might have added that the
only reason why meat-eating is less injurious
to men than to women aiid children is because
they are more active, and live more in the open

wished to keep the
‘‘tent of government”
steady, and would endeavor to supply new pegs
or strengthen the hold of old ones to effect his
purpose.
:

like

swamp

80 as to put it in as large pieces as I can, putting
them bottom up, the under side being the most
level.
These can be putin for the entire floor,
putting on top-dressing of a little loose earth, or
you can merely put down a few large ones for
| the forefeet. I prefer the latter mode, it being

in an urticle entitled,

Table,”

high prices of flesh-meats,

nothing

The prince then asserted that be only

plate, shaped somewhat

the

about as taughas sole leather,

hc

who may be seen at American hotels and board,
ing houses, making his breakfast of beef-steak,
ham and eggs,and broiled fish,all of them at once
before him, and eaten mn alternate bits, is unknown in Europe, where he would have his oat.
meal porridge or his bread and milk. There is

The Prince de Joinville, in a late speech at
Langres, quoted President Lincoln, having told
him, in response to a question as to his policy:
“I have no settled policy.
This is my line of
conduct: When the tent of government is shaken
I try to secure it by fixing a fresh peg to. stay it,
or else I hammer at the other to drive them

deeper.”

Times

** The Cost of the

and

The Shah of Persia expressed to Marshal MacMahon his warm satisfaction at the-welcome Le
received in France, and his admiration of the
beauty of Paris.
His Majesty said, ‘* Here I see
the sun again, and am reminded of my country.”

The. New York

—

fo find, Why must we every day be eating flesh
and fat? In particular, why should our women
and children be, like Sir Andrew Aguecheek,
such great eaters of beef? Among’ our more
comfortably situated classes, it is safe to say
that they eat meat twic
a e
day. There is no
need of this;.-and more, it is pot wholesome.
Women who are fot hard workers, and childrex,
are much more healthy upon a lighter and less
concentrated diet. Children, until they
reach
their teens, do not really need meat at all,and are
the better in health and looks for not having it.
In countries where the science of living is
better understood tham it is with us, they live,
even among the wealthier classes, upon bread,

night previous, Paris was illumvalde of land

—

barder-working class of men it would be difficult

Marshal MacMahon gave to the Shah of Persia
a parting dinner at the Elysee, July 17. The
Shah was to leave Paris on the 18th or 19th, and

Some idea of the

Itake

The

In brief,we all of us here eat too much meat,—
too much for our health, probably, and certainly
too much for the well-being of our pockets.
Great brawny Scotchmen live month after month
on oatmeal and- buttermilk, and a healthier,

The King
of Sweden and Norway has appointed Louis Bagger, formerly managing editor
of the Washington Patriot, to the position of
vice-consul of those countries in Washington,

on the Sunday

may

their forefeet. But in digging muck to use as a
fertilizer, I stumbled upon a remedy for this. |

80 as to be dificult to handle.— Homestead.

Eating.

tion.

the

A genuine autograph of John Bunyan has
been discovered in the fly-leaf of an old book
called, * Dwelling with God the Interest and
Duty of Believers,” a once well-known and popular work of Puritan theology, published in
1670. °

investiga.

tion at the meeting of the comnittee in the fall.

A party of Pawnee Indians, while
Tuesday, was attacked
by a large
Sioux.
The former were defeated
one hundred killed.

The Papal Nuncio is endeavoring to obtain
from the Shah of Persia concessions in favor of
the Catholic: in Persia, and he is assisted in this
by the Duc de Broglie.

ress of his children in their studies,
praiseworthiness of their conduct.

CENTER, VERMONT.

stabling in this way, I found some difficulty in
keeping my horses from digging out holes with

girls who come out here and go into domestic rupeds innumerable, every one of which is an
service, come generally with rosy cheeks afd | enemy to his poultry and his flocks. Dr. Harris

prehistoric mound at Silbury Hill, England, the
largest of the great British tumuli. -

Bender graveyard, and that a clew to the whereabouts of the Bender family has been obtained.

The absconding clerk of the Commercial Bank
of Havana was arrested on board the steamer City
of Mexico just before her arrival at New York

WATERBURY

healthier when these deposits are dally covered?
of Another benefit is to the feet of the animals.
pocket money, and be allowed to purchas
e their | I bought a horse that had been lame for. years,
boots, slippers,gloves,and similar articles
owingto a difficulty with the hoof. This lamedf dress
for themselves,
Of course, at first, they may
ness is almost entirely removed.
Stone floors
require a mother’s assistance in helping
them
may be economical so far as lumber is concern
to decide what things are the most
needful for ed, but not very when the cost of shoes is taken
them to possess; in time they can
gradually be
Then the constant clatter
into. consideration.
allowed to indulge their own fancies,
always
In astable of five or six horses
in fly time!
making them suffer for any misspent
money.
you can’t hear yourself think.
By giving them a monthly sum to
cover
the
The providing of earth is no great trouble, if
needful small expenditures, you will
teach them
it is done at the right time. For warm weather,
how to spend money, induce early in
life a habit
But for cold weathno preparation is needed,
of calculation and forethought, and
give them ef, it should be housedin the early part of the
an art for which so muny now mourn
summer, so as to give it time to become thorin sack:
cloth and ashes, viz., the art of living
oughly dry.
within
Otherwise it will freeze together

minister to .J \pan,

will not sail for Yeddo as soon

Seminary,

old,they can be supplied with a larger amount

thought to make a hit in the advertising line by
biring a peripatetic Hibernian to carry about the
street a transparency setting forth the goodness
and abundance of his liquors.
A temperance
party however, chartered a boy to follow with a
transparency reading, “ Cursed is he that putteth
the cup to his brother's Tips:?
John A. Bingham, our new

mother

as much us girls, but we are not considering
their needs at present.
It is most desirable to
give girls a stated weekly or monthly sum with
which to [purchase little necessaries, such
as

It is asserted that there has been much steal
met in convention ut Saratoga, Wednesday.
It
ing from the Wisconsin burnt district relief fund.
was voted to form a permanent organization for
the year, and the convention adjourned to meet
Dr. Amos Westcott, the originator of the Carin New York city, October 2.
diff giant, committed suicide, at Syracuse, a few
:
-~2
A fire-damp explosion occurred Monday in days ago.
one of the Wilkesharre coal mines in PennsylvaIt costs only five cents to see Gordon, the
ma, by which two men lost their lives and two | Thorndike murderer, but the sheriff makes abols
others were injured.
The accident was caused | $10 a day out of the speculation.
by the usc of an open lamp.
©
The debt of the Distriet of Columbia exceeds
An attempt was made on Saturday to burn the | the amount authorized under the organic law by
|
old Crist Church in Alexundria, Va., where
7,000,000.
The total debt is $17,000,000, and
‘Washington worshiped for many years, but the
one-third of the contemplated improvements are
incendiary’s preparations
were
discovered in vet to be made.
time to prevent the act.
A liquor dealer at Niagara Falls last week
A party of Indians attacked a settlement
Washington Territory and killed two women.

Every wise

will teach ler children when young how to
spend money. Boys require this training quite

against deadheadedism.

It is proposed to erect a fountain

learn while a maiden to shop,

86 that it will be a pleasure to herself and fami-

The grape crop is a failure in Missouri.

Twenty-one western railroads

-}

a

1t should be the duty and pleasure of the mistress of the house to purchase all the supplies
for the family, the needful provisions and arti
cles of dress, comfort and luxury; but to do this
in a proper manner, she should receive a spe-

his body

ee

der is easily covered so as to prevent evaporation:
and consequent loss of ammonia, to say nothing
of loss of health which is inseparable irom all

stables where the liquid deposits can neither be
removed nor covered. When I commenced

A Neglected Art. :

took place

stantly killed Wednesday, by the falling of a
steam boiler upon him.
A schooner has been seized on Lake Michigan
on suspicion of smuggling.
McLellan, the postal-car chief clerk, accused
of robbing the muils between Washington and
New York, has resigned, and no criminal prosecution will be brought against him.
0

republicans

+

were lost.
John Lothiop Motley, the historian and formerly United States Minister to Vienna, has

Alderman William Dobbins of Lowell was in-

colored

Nothing of the kind had ever been

there before.
In the city of Lima many houses
were undermined and fell in ruins. The dam”
agé amounted to half a million dollars.
No lives

Mormons therefore had it all their own way,

The

the coast of

g

Summary.

occurred on

2

News

A terrible rain storm
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ADVENTISM.
Pittefleld, N. H.
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Eheinia

I'have
had ‘publis od, in pamphids ‘form. an
RADA
Matt, 24 , Showing
.
that ‘the chapter
has
no rafetence nh fhe end of Sho:rworidy fiich > will
send,
pos!
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Panacea and Family

Lini-

ane
Rn
e world for the following complai iz S Or
p in the Limbs
and Stomach, Pain dn the Sto
h, Boweld ‘ov Side, Rhetrmaism
i All iis fo
A? Bilious falie. Neuralgia, Choler
Dyten ery, Colds,
Fresh
Wounds,
Burns, Sore
Throat Spinal
oniplaints, ‘Sprains’ avd
rilses,
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